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'
are invited -to viett-the Koala Kim who undimmed@ all' things Vitamin B Complex and Iron. '
L I,'MACHIN, 04108081 Manager
Tempk. at Lokinei.ke. -where .tweae-_ line'Dsietateir-.Whose tender mercy . cste & Stubblefield. Druggists
MS
44.
Vils54.
Murray,
Ky.
theo- relay receive that consolation
children are treate&
•
so sorely., needed. during their
T. 0 Turner.
Mrs. Bea Melugin, Chair. hours of trouble,
04:1.4•46.
BE IT FURTHER RESOLVED:
• Miss 'Katie.Markin.. Tress,
That a copy- of these resolutions
be-'.entered
the minutesof this
Ledge-'in cope 'sent to the family,
Don't let impatience lead you into
a copy to the Masonic Ilome Jour- harsh measures for the relief of
nat .end a cripy tri•the local papery constipation!
r for publication.
'There's no use, for a liras aF/e1.
This 15th day of April. 1941. '
alf-veget,a,Je BLACK - DRAUGHT,
- Committee:
taken by simple directions, wili
•
• William E. Clark
Peter
gently persuade your bowels.
• Ready Ittossell •
Taken at bedt,me, it 'generally*Rows time for a good night's rest. w..
Morning usually brings punctual,
satistring relief from constipation
We'withto . express our grati- and its symptoms such as headtude to "our_ man, neighbers and aches, biliousness, sour Itomaelt, nit
_r _Tizilt__I_AWcif thrift-once,establfshld
.
friend's' for tb.C.1.1indness and sym- appetite or energ)'.
4g_
pathy shown us .during the recent
SoBLACK -DRAUGHT'S"
.
iiiids
illness -and aeath of our dale
gradient is an "intestinal tonic-laxden4i4. Opening a Bank of- Murray._.
mother. Mrs. D -"J. Wilson. .
ative" which helps tone intestinal
•
Sincerely.
savings accOtint-starta you on the road
muscles. 25 to 40 doses, only_ 25e.
The family,
to thrift..-EverYortd--1-yoUng or old- ,
Joe Underwood
Emanuel Rowlett
- Lubrication Department
Car Wisher
alit:4
year r•krve Ifni. In •
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Radic*Repair Service

Risalutiovir-

T. J. SMITH.--

R. B. PARKER,‘JR.,SEED COMPANY

II

DR. H, H. 1BOGGESS

BAT Ns

see•I
fee .c <46
Kelp

•G•
. I

;am
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I think-saving is •
ale .first thins_
a. young-couple
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the - things you-
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Want: to .provide emergency 'funds- or
any other purpose. Make a. habit trf.
-

saving a toriVellielit sum each week.

_

YO • t 0:-t a better oil
25c
Ascot,
Oii is
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Bank of Murray
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FOR CLEARJUP

Both for $1.00

-Also Plumbing Supplies
-

ices on tire.

PRYQR MOTOR CO.

A. B.'-BEALE
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N. 4th St.

Expert Wash and Grease Job--

•
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Murray Merchants': Report -ausiness Upswin

I.
.
.
were
&ay.

Record Sales Seen
In Murray Past
Few Weeks

Miss and nine

-C.00D PLACE TO SHOP AND
SAVE! All are urg6d to read the
"ads" each week-they are -tgapumas" acne. Start with thee
Issue, we think you'll agree.

CEA -

Sa• nof
Hey,
.11ey,

BIelore it is too late, send fur.,' winter wearables, rugs:jes,
cUrtains and blankets to Boone for Cleaning and Storage now!
Stop worrying over moth damage ,. .,- Just send evenjthi to
-ree
Boone for Cleaning, De-Mothing arid-Safe
all
delivery.
pay
Wail
to
Nothing
turn them fresh next Fall.

the

Lass.

c

pod

.UPHOLSTERY

this
1.

•

All over-stuffed furniture made like new. Let us bring our Ana"chine right. in your home and do the work under your supervie original-new-•
—to see
sion. You will get a pleasant suirpiTse
tress resto

s Of

rh

—
rhere
Stela
• by
and

Obr reputation of reliability and fair dealing
is your assurance of
proper treatment. BeSu-*AO-granite monuments
and markers are not
expensive — just fairly
a n d they're
priced'
so satisfactory in every
way. We strive to give
satisfaction
perfectly our customers'
'w4s h e's in even the
smallest details. Visi t, •
our tiffowristith iii' get
.acculainted.

COMING AGAIN
We are prepared with
clothing and shoes to make
you comfortable!

,
GRA3411_

-

ncf —
— a

MARBLE WORKS

SEE OUR SELECTION-

oarwith
a 'cif

Shampooed and sized. Each rug SelentiKally cleaned to pro;mote lotnger life and restore its original beauty.

and
•

ebeie

with
:la is
hie°. -

0—

Complete selection of stones
. marble, granite, a nd
.
others. Headstones, monuments and markers in dozens of beautiful designs. We
also carve stone to order.

V. A. ORR,

Mgr.

BOONE'S FINE CLEANING COSTS NO MORE!

•
DRUG(11

We are winding up the Crippled
Children's Campaign. Please send
in all contributions this week. We
hope to get $IM not so eneouraglag, but many have been liberal as
usual. Final report next week.
Harlan County has passed t he
$1,009 mark, yet we-talk about her
as being bad. Not so.
Frankfort Baptist Sunday School
gave $250. Not that much interest
in many places. Todd County has
en $531.25 to date, yet Calloway
s had 29 more children treated.'"agrui

I am ponivirlfils with my ad and
paying for it. as your paper has
been very liberal in space for this
sampaig
Miss Katie Martin is treasurerplease'make donations NOW!
-

at orWT-fir-•

ia
Mrs.
spent
a. - •
and

PEOPLES
SAVINGS
BANK

, Prescriptions

Boyd County - has passed
-d. To Measure
$1401"
and_ reinirts from all mountain 01,!el
counties are giod. They had many
..eases in that area and are helping_
carry on relief.

Mrs.
s in

a
s Mr
chit-

We have 'tire most comfortable store in town' when
it's COLD or HOT!_.

Evidently Mere are marry influencing factors behind such a redefinitely
better throughout the land. Second,
P°1- -""t.
busine"
weather conditions locally have
been conducive of early Spring
buYing. Third "Ind very importjj --is-the-TxterTITST-IiTUITIly.therchants are "geared- to do business.
Laraer and more complete stocks. ,
highly competitive prices and serrice second to none. The business people are' niore
and more studying the wants -and
needs, of their customers and potential customers_and are ;flaking every effort to Sr ng to urray
shoppers every advantage that was
formerly only possible to obtain by
shopping largely out of toWn.
0,44,41141111g fassQr
Is
the fact that the people of.. the
yt-obift
thls
togai
learning
re_ respood
are
're°Inniaptd1)11.1itan7d'
The.
-Ledger
of
the combination
Times and .the Murray Shopping
News . . . Reaching every home
Accurately and Carefully
in the trade' area each"*Week is
'Compounded, of Purest
A
and
,
re Is
re
ing more
convinemuitRA
mo
iwople
definitely
Drugs
that

Plenty on
Hand!
Phone

of

4 1 ,1

state
to be
Will
charc1 of
Sharcon*flied
triune
musie

,

Pretty, wearable

In

mid

gifts

for every graduate you

hi6w1_
_ Smart, youthful weir-exciting values
you'lltreat yourself, too!

I. ales •
ell. t and "
IC anentail
Insurituckr

REFRIGERATORS antELECTRIC RANGES

COUSSE :•
will
she'

more

and'
-

sispreelate.it,

if it 'tomes from
r

abeam.

Purees

LACY NECKWEAR for your
Spring frocks. Ruffled collarS,
cuffs. gilets and Jabots. Laces,
sheers.

'GLADYS
iaaa—,„
-^ SC0r ll;

•
•

6 Il
i $1.9.5

FRIGIDAIRE COLD-WALL
—an-entirely different
kind of-refrigerator

SADDL/Z STITCHED er a g s ,
smooth, for Spring! Envelopes. top.handlej,,_

The chines coils are in the walls. You don't
have to cover foods. Foods retain vitamins
-freshness. flavor, moisture for days longer.
Distinctive cabinetit yling. New Fares Label•
tells you what you get before you buy)
Over 40 wonderful features?

rbeifity

Lacey
Collar and
Cuff Sets—
New! Smart!

inetelay
h her
Rogits of

UNDIES

She will
simply
love these
"pretties"
so dear to
the young
lady's heart!

LOWEST
PRICE
EVER!
EASY TERMS
owrioo.000 rountigg

-NE,4- •

.

4trAIUS lie MB'

Carrie •

r.and*

--

Y. Alai.

A:i13.forifsenimIsliel,minsisitt:livr_folieica7TeisarreniBidufVn Fircr-1...

•a .-

r
HAN,DKERCHIEFS -1-,.E m - "JEWELS" for you!...ElneUldir..._
broidered, appenzel, initial
ed jewelled bracelets. necklaces. pins and clips. Manse 'types. Linen with handralleel
edges. White. pastels. .
others_ too!

DAINTY UNDIES

k
.
.FAS
the.

NEW DE LUXE ELECTRIC RANGE

R

-. .•
..
HEER SILK HOSE
. ,

41).
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Young Lady Graduate Will ',bye nail'—
.ThtirS

79c"
..,_ 9r-- •

(urraY

.

-

A.4rif...Va

ett

••.

In his
Gar-hoard
Aux-

FORMALS...-

is there a Mine so rare
who hasn't dreamed of one of

Where

for, a
she

thesel„„)

h

make
• -it Mr.
,

.

•

ewe,"

local

-

•I

With hew gniiregdisive Radiantube units-They cook
faster than ever before! Ultra-modern cabinet styling
with fluorescent cooking top lamp. Packed with
feature after feature of highest quality! Yet price is

AS LOW AS EVER! nowl
Buy FRIGIDAIRE and save!

AND DAINTY FROCKS FOR 111-aTiY
AS ATTRACTIVELY PRICED AS ATTRACTIVE

TON
MUCKY
-141:121LICY, ICI-

C 3)'

Weer

DELUXE 1941
MODEL CD

Murray, Kentucky

•

_
- ..

tr. •'

•••

vall•

of the merchandise Wr.
looted or the amount of
.servire rendered. the
_Same thoughtful care
and attentinn is given.

Regardless-of whether or not-You're bard r easy
to fit; be Sure to attend my Spring showing of Rahn
Fine Suitings Made-to-Order at '

_CORN-AUSTIN COMPANY
Murray • Friday and Satuiday

zsgl___

—Young lady graduafe-s-neid
the tight kind- a attention given to their hair. Turner-Orr is
equipped to give perfect satis-- ction to any young lady, who
ants the right kind ohiur _
aVAW f,(if
le for graduation.

BRING-IN YOUR CAR
WILL MAKE
YOU AN OFFER THAT WILL StARTLE YOU!

• \

We want you to drive one of these new Pontiacek.-In
few
Woolta you'll get a new-tide -sensation, packed wish- Comfort and
•-luxury — Then we can talk it Over — No-obligatioivoi-rmr-part-4-

and 26
1 th'
rwasyntu-ifitreds of new por•tength sampIee

yor Mo. ór-

enough to ghe you a perfect idea of their good
looks...And I Will measure ydu personally and in'sure perfection in every detail.
• Moderate Prices.

tl .y
1

Phone 604 for appoint

—

-

VornerMiii tdadglitie Sims is now associa• •
(Yi-- rom.in and let her eifiefience seriri you.
'

206 EAST MAIN ST.

THIN.IP/01MM
;
---1•700K-TOO-MD

_

Women

s Specja13

Tel_,
-THE-VOTIFitS,OrlifIE crrY OF MURRAY.

!leech"
th4
1VItamin
B
Complex and
Iron of
Vuual
to stuia\ taste appetite will see what a dff- 1
• •
•
\ference a few lovely pounds malall
, -For the last three years, and more. I have served the
In -fitting out those hollows and -people utthis community as _Mayor, and during that time
slunny limbs. Get pleasant

essociatted with nte,-have-vernestly attempttolLmake.,all the public inwrovementa spossible__In. this
' _feel that waithave succeeded beyond our expectations:
$.11,115
streetvlaive..beesii built, traffic lights installe
2
tvkffic effected,-thezpolice and fire deilraProxementa
illeaes en- tpartments--.havo-Awert _organixed,anst.the beginning
The fa
RAMS
duced large
lie public pirk and playground has been made. In addition;
Post toosoks.
Vitamany other minor advances in City administration have
ado 51 large 11-•
_lee
—en
--Yetzet-witI hstanding these improvemen
Celestial Brier,,nesisr a Iron. large
' re Of funds- menksaary to'Obtain—tit
,.. Murray Bakery's
we have been able .to retire much of the City's existing
indebtedness
I believe this.is i creditable record. How. tar" mai aw -K°°d
bel
‘
Crelira-Sv-amt
7
pia,Apr ever, our_program *Aot_complete„. es.1 believe there are
half-gallow_ple,
--leyal Per* Grape
many otheitimprovements that can,and should be made.
•
quart
pint
and
II partictilIkrly
deSire to see an those that have already
-lb. Lipton's vs
•
-lee been undertaken brought to conclusion. In view of these
3-01- Bluebird Tea
-*gain •to-seek2te-electienv•--Verffee. White it
be as good as any at prier.
lie of your city. I make this statement in answer-to the many
Mountain Rose. 2 Ihn
jnqriès
My fiaends as to whether or not I shall be a
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SO-lb. can bag.*ad
•
-1:11E—
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eaTh. 1
'Naturally, I do •ri-01take CrOdit for 'all'of the thin
Get blanks'here for- a nice con
nycomplishetWiNseotowif has hien favor1 bar
IM Of Lit.
duneil-vaighave
--- Packate tiatterseds .
consCienftous; piiiistaking and ,able in the
- Sweetheart soap. 4 bars
iSt .5-E . extremely
- sees beans and warm* la. __Ilt-i.adMi iettathin of the City's affairs;.They,. too,Aesire to
Qi- or Marco mustard
lagjgee the ompletion of the presentiiprehen4ve prgorim
QL• 'entity'Garden Salad Deems and ha% also- decided to stand for re-ect*in.
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sow paper.
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F1111 A.PERFEWbPAIIIMffiJOB
,

to:
fame has been built on. solid ground. It is the resuit.
of selling quality Used Cars, of making good any prom- -It
•'
ise and guarantee we make. The Jesuit has been a reputation for honest value in every en' ,we sap -

re

M.
co

L

raw--

scl
-M
ty
to
,

—Political Adv

-=-.--•.

Next to Gilberausei:st onfai:easSosith4th St, Mum
!maks i

1-c
finishes all Vow
coat Saves tune Mfg
money. White only.

dries thor.
I one. 5 lbs.

-

NEW FREEDOM FOR MRS.TAMER1CA1
T HIS-NEW 1941

from H. B. BAILEY

Refrigerator
HErRoviff*

yotihave a Cracluation
gift to buy,_ nothing will
he rrisiire.fmlir antreciated
than—a----Wateh. We .have
a sparkling collection . . .
priced to suit eiiery_purse
. .. every taste! _‘

A WESTINGHOUSE.
Aver Market REFRIGERATOR

Westfield
Watches
as low as

with

1:0-Ut-TEPAP CONTRoi.
$995

.ret•••••.

1 1'hink bow-.thrilled and
li py shelt--be Url*iii
you ,present her *ith a
beautiful bouquet o f\
roses z
'Lt
: ve\
it -.lovely cor-.
I sage f' the Murray
ris e us bejp_xas..
'•Flot.
select flowe that will_
biatc1r--hrt giN‘_
luation
• 't

•Matte Ideal Gifts...3

Priced as low as.
Diamonds;

Birthstones,

exausne

Cameos,.

aiti'.--tgnet

Store the week's "market basket" in this uy
new Westinghouse model—and declare freedom
from the nagging fear of food spoilage, gumming
at tempersture—and daily marketinif. For Westinghouse Sutter -Market Refrigstatipn gives you S kinds of cold—the ri‘ht
teMperatuaa and humidity for ice cubes and
fros,
m foo4s, meat, milk and beyeras, staples.
fro.t aud vegetables. The seeret is TRUE-TEMP
CONTROL—an excluaCe Westinghouse patent
•
that gives you steady, balanced cold with a
single setting of use dial.
-,
The "Betsy Row"- color-styled. inside with
. jahoseAsi.Colonial Blue trim, has TRUE-TEMP
CONTROL. a9d these other headline features:
Big-SUPER FREEZER, with estra spare for
froitett foods; ventilated, drawer-type MEAT
STORAGE; Vass-topped CRtSPER; chromeplated shelvet with special "lift out" section.
=SLONE trigger-type Deer Latch, and•-earary
other napreeemesaa.

- $440-2-a
-w
°dew" strike *-sersw -twine for
foot freedom „*. . gay. youthful
styles in harmony with t tie
spirff—of Spring. Shown its but
senes-tif an -exciting
West -Side ovate, rime UMW

ANA 111011 5202111
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SECTION TWO

FARM SECTION

Diversified

THE ILEDdER & TIMES
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ers at Homemaker Conferetiee

Calloway County

CONVENE IN RION FORIIISTRICT MEET

-JACKSON PIRCNASE MOMEMAKEIS-CLUBS
MAY 3 IS DATE
SET FOR MEET

Farming

For

CARALLTON- HERD
.TOPSi U21 -COWS--T Veterinarian

N. DOEPMAN, D.Y.311

Defense Program Planning Committee
Wants More Gardens
• For Homemakers- A survey made by'members of

-

How can every Homemaker in Homemakers' Clubs indicated that SATE:- Kentucky cooperate in , the 1941 most farm families in Hopkins
42 Purebred Jerseys Al\Carrollten
County..,Kentucky, produce enough
Average Five Hundred
better 'nutrition program?
pork, eggs, milk and butter to supPounds Butterfat
The following 10-point personal ply
their minimum needs, but only
Several weeks ago an article program is suggested by Dr. Statie
" .41
a
fourth to a third as many vegeOver thirty Calloway County
Carrollton. April 24.-Only
was deflated to indigestion in cat- Erikson. chairman or the Kentables
as needed. Based on this surincluding
presidents
and
heed
of
its
size
in
the
Unit
women,
sey
tle. Now with the weather break- tucky Nutrition Cotrunitteq for naprogram leaders of all the various
States to make seven straight year- ing up and mules and horses being tional defense and head of the vey, the county land-use planning •
is continuing its program, launched
ly averages above 400 pounds of p to sudden and heavy work and University of Kedlocky home
` Homemakers Clubs, will attend the
eco- last year. to encourage the
buperfat. Senator Perry G. Gaines' th
District
Homemakers
Purchase
feeding habits changed we nomics department:
Lion of bigger and better gardens
. - -herd at
Forms, Carroll- find 'this condition is becoming
Convention. scheduled for Fulton,
'Hect accurate di& -on
ton, KY . has justfinished 'Xentuc- promin2.0 in them. And so this TW1
Community) garden committeemen
at the High School, Saturday, May
.'
144'4,high
American
Jersey
Catcooperate with the county home
3.
article will be devoted to indigeserd Improvement RegisTtleClub
u
tri
pre
t
L
i
II.this
information-be
g°°(1
(2)
.11S
demonstration agent in suggesting
_Marring on the program from
try butterfat production record by tion in equines.
"a 1-man unit of publicity for bet- the use of good land, good preparaCalloway County is Mrs. Hansford
If the causes of indigestion were ter health through better nutrition." tion of the soil and proper planting
averaging 500.55 pounds butterfat,
Doran, who will make a /report on
9459 pounds of milk per cow in a realized and dietetic errors cor(3) See that your family has and cultivation of vegetables. Tours
the speakers bureau, which is sr:
recently ended test made with an rected, many casea„tould be avoid- the right diet, including plenty of are to'be made during the growranging programs for the Pured. Probably the Ipremost cause fruits and vegetables, meats, a ing season, so all may see some of
average of. 42, cows daily.
chase clubs.
i
4111 cowsl in tke herd were milk- is a change of food. -as from oats pint of milk daily per person, sev- the gardens. Canning demonstraThe morningi • oeselotr- w111-Ietions are a par Of the program, and
ed twice daily during, the seven to corn, from old gain - or rough- eral eggs every week. etc.
.g.iven over to business and an
iirk.d to. -aatatoes
--yeers-.- -but --regardresrttl'requeney age to new.-and Lox. *via* to
-Tar we
' tractive program, while Miss Ella
Overeating limited, spend every available penother products.
of milking, the herd at Riverview qaulity of rations.
-Gardner, Washington, D. C., recreserious
for
the
more
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Far Just a Fe*"Dollait a &UMW
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':
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5.50x19 • ••• • ... 7..
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......
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450x21 •: . .
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•
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. _410.95 •
6.00x16 U. S.-Royal
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6.50x16 Chamiles•
6.50x,16 U. S. RoYal . .. .......$12.95
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Milk is one of the most h4thful foods known to Science.
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•••
- Ask for SUNBURST Milk!
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THE LEDCLE&& TIMES, MURRAY, KENTUCKY

The C.alloway Publishing Company -a. R. acr..Lotati._Presidest
_

THE LEDGER & nmEs

"Kentucky's Greatest WFekly -Newspaper"
Ceitiondsuon ou The Mu-ray Ledger The CanONSW Mange apd
Tzgaes-Herald October.310, IOW

•

THURSDAY,'Aintlt fl, '1941
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(nes Are Traditional For Bluegrass,
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'
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MAN'S GREATEST HEAT/
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Small Farms
Present Problem

LIVING FROM THE FARM
By

mo. T. Cochran,
County Agent

Garden insects are off to a good
start this year. The mild winter
did not destroy the usual percentage.
Potato beetles have been, reported and calculm arsenate or
lead arsenate should be used.
When Jhe.yotatoes are 4 to 6 inches
high an application of Bordeaux
with arsenate in it does a fine
job on potatoes. The Bordeaux
spray helps to control leaf diseases
and by adding the arsenate it
makes a complete spray and con.„
trols insects too.
Plane lice are really out in earnest this time. They are hard to
control because they damage the
leaf in such a way that it curls
around the lice and protect them.
Sprays must tiff 'thorough to do
any good. Nlcoehe is an old remedy that is still good. A new one
that is fine is cream of Rotone
that has been stocked by a local
merchant. Rotone is not poisonous to man and is death to insects. The same Material is good
for all other insects too. One purchase should last the average gardener Alp summer.
-Fleet homier eon. ba--eentreiled

ti

by spraying or dusting with Rotone and should be controlled
because they make tiny holes in
the leaves and it looks like a
sieve.
Cabbage worms will be. starting.
soon and arsenate of'lead will do
a good job but when heads begin
to form a rotone dust of 1-2 to 1
per cent rotone should be used,
because again it is not poisonous
to humans.Cat worms are controlled by
using poison bait made as follows:
mtx, dey 1-2 pound of Paris Green
and 12 pounds of bran; moisten
with one quart of molasses and
enough water to make a crumble
mash. Toward evening sow the
bait -Slone the rows and in areas
surrounding cut-off plants. Cutworms always feed at dusk or after
dark. This bait is POISONOUS to
POULTRY end other animals.
By Rachel Rowland. Home
Demonstration Agent
The erg warm sprtng days find
many families without adequate
facilities for taking care of milk.
A large number of people say they
winter
drink
milk during the
months but that they don't like it
tflg- trIMM/1•Fs

-4Seetw*sus

JOHN R. HUIC

(Continued from Page U.

Candidate For Calloway County

Because of. the large.reuMbet
small fermis , to Kentucliy, the
State College of Agriculture, in
ite.efbeff Tete detente^ program,
is stressing the production of Mod

JAILER

and feed- /or home 'use.
Figures gathered by

Welfare
- tce
Federal Security Ad.ministka
McNutt, coordinator of health and
welfare activities, announced the
United ' Eervice Organizations are
planning to. set up 339 service
Club facilities in crowded defense
areas. Quarters for the clubs will
be provided by the Feedral Government. Operatioh will be financed through voluntary 'contributions, with. $10,765,000 to be
sought for the first year, Mr. McNutt said.
••
The USO. representing national
religious and welfare organizations,
will attempt to tie together the
services of existing organizations.
Mr.- htcNutte
'It* -porpore is
to meet.leishreAime needs.. .. of
men in our armed forces and in
defense
industries."
-President
Roosevelt said: "
. I cannot emphasize too strongly my conviction
ti m
haptortthain
scew.
orIc;,. . is of utmost

the Agricultural Conservation Administration show that in Barren, Edmonson, Hart, Metcalfe and Simpson
counties, 74 per tent of the 13,688
farms contain less than 100 acres,
with only 3,558 of them having
over 100 acres.
Of the 2,037 farms In Trigg
County, 853 contain less than
50 acres, epd of the 3,888 Warren
County farms, l.679 are urieler 50
acres_ In Christian County there
are 2,541 farms, but 1.066 of them
have less' than 10D acres.
Tobacco allotments and incomes
are small. The 50--aere farms 'ow
le% than an acre of leaf, and the
average tobacco income is about
$125 in Warren eotiety. Fifty-one
percent of the Christian County
$150
farms produce tobacco
-or leseeeeTwo. hundred and thirty
Chrtslian County farms have no
tobacco allotment. The 'average alslightly,
letment
cuunty..,
over three-quartets of' an acre
each of burley and daft tobacco.

luniiiurfound tius
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Decorative
OPEN
WORKsizes
MINOR
—
rxre & n'x
Designed to harmonize with any color _
decoration. Assorted styles and
shapes. For Halls, Kitchens, Bathrooms.

Croom
each

_UAW'IWO TO A CUSTOMER

FOR A'PERFECT PAINT JOB

•tuatato

.
-Pi•yOr Motor Co.

'71111T

TRUE -T E M

•

•
-;Vni-svszntblocks you'll get a new ride sensation, packed ?rfth comfort and
kixury — Then wikean talk it -over —.No obligation on your part!

79c qt.
Moat.Seale priests,
finishes all in one
coat. Sates
snooty Wbie

(does, weather ,
Quick dry, weather.
It
estate. Heavy duty reseunt gloss finish.
cram.for either out- Stops nut of screen
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P1,11 1orth 19,11 HARDWARE
ne

LADY" Of Mt SUNS /400 STNIPIK

REFRIGERATOR
COPITROL--

Store. the week's 'market baelreer in rblis gaY,„.1'
neer Weetingboase model-and declare freedoad if
from the neighs" fear of food spoilage, guessing
at tensperetwee--arel daily rnarketingt
Per Wertinghener Super Marked Redriget•
ation gives yew 5 kinds of cold-the right
temperature and humidity rot ice cubes and
frozen foods, meat, milk and beverages, stap1.
fruit and vegetables. TIM sestet is TRUE-TEMP
CONTROL-an ercliative Westinghouse patent
that gives you steady, balanced cold with
single setting.61 the dial.
The "Betsy Rose" color-styled inside with
cheerful Colonial Blue trim, hes Tertik-TEMP
cONTROL, and these other headline features:
Igg SUPER FREEZER, with extra space for
frozen Plods; ventilated, drawer-type MEAT
STORAGE; glass-toPped CRISPER; chromeplated shehrei With Special "lift out sechon;
TRIPLOK trigger-type Door Latch, and many
other improvements.
COME IN! Ask for "X-RAY" PROOF of -Arestirghoute• impravementa
over ordinary refrigerators. IT'S NEW! DIFFIVRENT! SEE IT TODAY!
— • •

a.

4

206 EAST IAAllf ST.

39c pkg.

29c qt.

89c qt.

Plastiir

with &traps's

:
he to PONTIAC'S low delivered prises
Due to a shortage of USED CARS--

We're Rarin" To Trade!

POI AMINCA

hoer Market

-

YOU AN

PorchEnam. Sc. Enamel

A WESTINGHOUSE

Clinton Countylarmers are buildJohn McDonald and J. E. Rotiy,
Grayson County, have started pure- ing 10 new brooder houses aiding
bred herds of cattle.
model lines._
'
Don't get aught with your bat, The fast deiver is asking for
tery down
slow- music.

It Pays To Read the Cliiisified Columt0.;

BRING IN YOUR CAR. . WE WILL MAKE

Flat Paint

NEW-ifREEDOM FORAMMIMERICAI
WI.Te
.
TMIS werrelkefili-ger_ator
.4 7*

.•////////////

,

Regular
29c VALUE

Sincerely yours,

JOHN R. HUTCHE S

cationssabjecitochangeuitbosanotice.

WITH THE

ference a few lovely pounds make
in filling out those hollows a n d
skinny limbs. Get pleasant tasting
Vinol.
Drais at Stubblefield. Dregglets

can truly say that it, wouldafford me great pleasure,A
to be allowed the privilege Of being of service to the good •,
• _
people di Calloway,Connty,

advantages you get in a big 1941
yourself—at your

-Po.otiac. See for
nearest PontiaA;

THE FINE CAR

tte-TeereoIng to
ward to
III $100.00
e.
Need at
we are
c internd mail

the grade "A" milk supply for the
city of Murray k indeed very sat_
isfactory.

citizens

parters
lag --for
garding
e Army
&Els by
ins be-

lounced
teeming
dub the

George Ed Overby, Murray attorney, has announced that he has
moved his offices from the Gatlin
Building to the second floor of the
Peoples Savings Bank-

Purdonfs Special

ar-emloivAli

I have been a life-long re,sident of this county, having
been
n born at Hazel..in 1S77, spending the first 24 years
of my life there. I then moved to Lynn Grove and have
lived in that vicinity up to the present time. I rest My Plea
for your support on'my pest life in your midst.it is my
desire3Q,,ade personally agery voter-inXill-O*aii" County
that I possibly can, and to personally eolkit your vote an
influence, and Lassure you thati will deeply apnreciate
your vote and 'influence andiany attalermy nehittf. I re-,
adze -that there will be a -large nuttibtie seeking thisOffiff
and L hekl nothing but the highest regards for each of
my opponents.
w Orlm-faelei
Although Pontiac's TOnoteveorth'y-you don't grasp
its fell significance until you compare it with those of well-known
small cars. You'll be amazed to find
that the difference is so slight—
especially when you consider all the
extra-value features and exclusive

Overby Moves Offices

ing iGreat Britain war materials
"almost daily" -from U.S. supplies
on hand. Re also sold British, warships jet
sk tetildetleuld- be
arriving ineAmerkesine-shipyares in
Increasing
-IL a- Mare.
tune. Commission,announced tranefte to the British of four American cargo steps,. first to ha loaned
under the Lease-Lend Act.

The Department lirre
of Agriculture
urged farmers to increase egg production during the next fifteen
months by about 6 per cent and
announced a program for, increasing tomato production for canning'
CITIZENS
C6U2
- frit,--.-_--by 50 per cent Both moves. the
Department said. are to assure
You have probably noticed -my announcement for antple
food supplies for the II. S.
office of Jailer.of Calloway Coiintx„subject
and Great Britain, to meet probra.4141_etrit_ :_ir_agtof-theHeinocrattc--rrittutry;- Atleet2 -2, acrevious able demands under - the Leaseit.
Lend Act, and for distribution by
"
issue of-this
per. Ltake this measure in otten ing this the
Bed Crowe,for -selsool _lunch
gond _dew]npinPnt aLJeanes_and 'azimut
andfitte4ifitetiefts
nd-eirOtainittitinyandielret .
teeth. and the adult members of
bee .ee
seeking
office.
have
talked
one
for
this
with
'a
number
the family find they feel better
-Free Speech
-r their
asked
advice
of
my
friends
and
have
concerning
which means they are... more
President Roosevelt told She
healthy.
this race, and..have had encouragement from various see- American Society
of Newspaper
--tiens-ef-titsh--te-thank-these-kh- friends for leriffeetkehretteletter •reirde et their
their encoutagemeht and their promises of-support in•the annual meeting in Washington,
'there would be no Governcoming campaign. I sincerely believe- that I am -fully cap- that
ment control of news, except that
able of handling thia office to the satitfaction of the involving vital military informaof this county, and / promise, if elected, to do my tion.
utmost Iff-earryiniteputtite- duties crf-tke--said office- to-the The President said --that-, so far
he was concerned
speech
very fullest extent: I. consider- this post- a grave responsi- as
will-remain in the u
Peeettrnestneisis-inid- session of publishers
bility and a ftibTATU ;tarried out
and editors,
*OneId.the voter:LI& this--etninty_see_fit th
;aincerity.
reporters and Waehisigton coeThonor.nie wIth.thia..responsibilW,T Van- etideitir-tifT.o offs; xespondents, snasazihes, motion picand. of the radio, "for that
the unfortiThate vitt-this of cirohestancell;:who might come tures,
is where It belongee

•l ,,,

,dvisory
e corn-

Cotton order stamps earned by
farmers taking part in the supplementary- cotton program will
be issued this summer soon after
performance is checked under the
1941 farm program B. W. Edmonds.
chairman of the Calloway County,
Agricultural Coheervation Assetciption, announced today.
Most of the stamps probably will
be issued in July, August and September, he said-, Stamps can be
iiied to purchase cotton goods in
local retail stores.

jetias'
unditiert;e4mile
Leasre
-Lendaa
pro
'gr
Pu
ar
ncihases
. The
President announced that. machinery for aiding China is in existence and a lee of China's' needs
are nettle studied: '
Navy
conSe
fere
crenta
ceryte
KnN
oaxvyt_iti
old 'his

The reason for this is that milk
Is much more easily kept in gobd
condition clueing cold weather.
Not only-is-4$ -eolied quickly but it-:
MS:CM
tit.used..
Milk
weather
During
warm
should be cooled quickly' after'
straining as bacteria often found
in milk grow rapidly...el -a 'dartn
tempeoature-e Al*) • any - foreign_
matter such ar dust or dirt develepes off' flavor and odor in the
Milk more quickly when it is
warm.
Pure-clean milk which is almest
flavorless, is a delicious drerik that TO
6,,erypne enjoys. While moteetime
and effort is necessarie tor- the •
'
care of milk during the
months the results are well worth the

'Tatalane

illed to
will be

toa stirvey made
J. B. Hughes of the State Health
Department and R. L. Cooper of
the county Health Department, the
grded milk sold in the city of
Murray is very good. This survey
was based Q11 the sanitation rating
requirements set up, by the U. S.
Public Health Service and the
State Department of Health.
The sanitatio'n rating of .the plant
producers, those dairies who sell
milk to be pasteurized, was 96 per
cent. The rating for the, pasteurization plant was 92 per cent.
Therefore, the rating of pasteurized
milk sold in Use city of Murray is
94 per cent. This is the highest
rating ever attained by Callaway
County, and probably the highest
rating ever attained in western
Kentucky.
- The rating of the row dairies
was also the highest percentage
that has been reached in this
county.
The rating for those
dairies was 88 per cent.
According-to Dr. J. A. Outind,

Lease-Lend Activities
The President named Harry Hop7

wider my care, the very beat of attention that is in my
power. I- also promise to keep our court house as clean and THIN WOMEN
neat aa r possible, thereby providing pleasant surroundin
—LOOK-TIXFIXIS
Women needing the Vitamin B
for the residents ofthilcounty to transact their legal and
Complex and Iron of Vinoi to stunofficial business.
ulate appetite will see what a dif-

,
c1 plans
600,operate
3n-wide
air atAmeriauxiliest fire
re and
-in the
,
.

Cotton Stamps Ready
For Distribution
After_C.leck
by - _

Murray Milk Has
Good Rating

regulations specifically define as
confidential, is a matter of' public -record opeh to -anyone making
a legitimate inquiry.

was used for
Certified.,Wed
potatoes
the
three-fourths ' Of
planted in Cumberland county.

mows

as. it
onidsf,

In Kentucky
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SPORTS arid MylUSEMENTS
Future of -Independent Baseball In Purchase Ciuties Tille-Discussed Here Next Monday Night

MEM

now that Bob Salmons is out for make his debut against Western
baseball.
Just finishing spring In one of the two scheduled confootball, Salmons will probably tests, here next Tuesday.

Formation of League And
Adoption of Schedule Will
•
Be Purpose of Meeting

ONE OF THE MOST POPULAR.
AND MOST FAMOUS cF MANAGERS
is etEr LEAGUE BASEBALL-

The complete organitatien cd_the
Purchase Independent Baseball
League. and the adoption- of a
schedule. will be the topics to come
before a meeting of the managers
and interested:--perties -who represent clubs who may_ enter the Purchase Baseball. League, when they
convene in the courtroom here next
Clock.
The- bargee is being formed - in
siffillation with the.Keratucky Ama,
KinfielifilUoin -7
titzt
mrssiewer. - _
Oft.Nters - foe -Abe league :will -.be
elected. and major details..will be.
ironed. out . at the meeting. Each
club will be allowed to have six-.
teen men_ ender clit23 at • ne
lion rethee_ aernrciLng -to i
ceiwd here from state beadguart• els., art-tery -time -they may • release
.one or more players and sign
another. after receiving permisSibe

THE STopy

FOR YEARS.UNTIL
HE Fist/4.LN MADE
NIS %NAV IN THE eitG
LEAGuEs-me DELIVERED ICE AND DID
CITI4ER iJOBS-

oF

SIS CAREER.
READS LIKE A i-40RATIO
ALGER STORY...,

VONNOT
LISAILSE PAD
MANAGED THE
LOUISVILLE BALL
CLUB FOR YEARS
THAT 1415 PILOT SKILL
BECAME APPARENT.
TUE
BRouGHT THE
cu8S-AlEntit
LOUISVILLE TEAM
IN CELLAR. Fosrnom,Joe PUSNED
TWO PENNANTS
WS-TEAM TO
FIRST PLACE
AND ANA-1104AL LEAGUE
PENNANT.

ADMISSION-10c

and 16e

ROBERT
LIVINSSTON

AND NOW
THE YANKS
HE NAS
PENNANT TEAlol.

BOB STEELE
RUH DAVIS

&A:44 CV

Murray High Kids
of Baseball M

LTS
TICE DAILY

TRAIL BLAZERS

school boys of Murray High work nu ht crash the ,starting
When Murray -State's baseball
armor, at first: Jimmy
team takes the field against Ten•
fst chance to play corn- Up. are
get theirir
at-seeentta'-Elreirer
-II-. ellsnessee Tech. We Thursda_y afta.4
ve
Shroat
noon afT:15. and Eastern, here Sat8i
- ribrecTe.n
when they p*-- By A NATIVE. SON
urday afternoon, at 2:30. It will
baseball team. .composed of high Garrison. t third.
be a far different ball eh& train
school students from.Mardin. The " Murray's Infield will be picked
Itsherman
Pittsburgh
froeir
the -one tfteil-lh the
issue will Karr 112--nk- A - re
Veaie. Imes. Cunningham
was
in
New_Tork
im_lussinesa
-and
st three_games.Zfm., -101k=b1r--11111r-liardin.
under& Oft Williams, and
wished to call • town *me
Plans call for each team•to Play Wednesday.' •,,tCoach -"Carlisle Cutehin, after
_
lesawey-oei-tac-agst
is,.haZe. -witit-alieb1nurman
atintratie.
,
Oh
players up ,„agaltist
nsnecu Writ-Hood -dub went
is_known 'as 'to -the•-,„ comz ed.Maly -that his Training School He asked the girt-'-theswikii- *zing
. the eight tearrisileloing four games very bright 'after 'seeing -the' can- •Cittic
strength oH.in but
,board to get "long distance", sail Bethel, Illinois Wesleyan. and
• - with the-other-league members:.Tlas dirMtet to action in'au intramural parative "
rounding
into
shape
for
Bradley
'Tech,
has made numero&
CdItt Welt+
season will not be dividdi ifito contest. Coupling a home run by most of the Eagles have played the- Tilikson Purchase Traek and to find out how much the message swaps.. The rest of the line-up is
'They
before.
independent
ball
cost.
weuld
leagur.
K)
dehalves. unless4 the
being. re...Vareped because of inWilliams and a s'ngle by Crawte"-- ford with, 11 bases on. balls by will probably have Tom Trimble Field Moat- here April 26.
sires.. The league
.'A awerst voice over the
lit4bilny
eeyerni of the playbehind the plate: Pritchard - or
Members of the -Jackson
ist
ceive the right to
caneliack:
"It
will
c.ost
Tea
ers.
Ned Brooks Paul Buchanan's team T'om Padgett, pitching; John Pad- Loop include Training School,
state eliminations. • cents
for
three
minutes,
sir".
of Thompson's gett at first: Bill DuBois, at sec- ton. 13ardwell. Wingo, ClinMat,
Georgie' Whitecotton, fleet lead•
Invitations have been extended took the measure
"Fifty cents!", exploded the
off _Tad:- Bill Miller, sturdy, catcher
onci. Melvin Crow. at short: Jerry Hickman. Cunningham, Low's, ennen +ntlGolden outhl l4.
to representatives
.
Mg_
ofthat
tribethirst' Benny :Haley.
_hit'S...333 in three4ames. and
might,
_
Western High School. Water Valley, ioa-'j.tietits'r't
Pau Buckman,' reserve infielder.
..
Murra; NaUonals Mur4 Juniors. have been set- Buchanan scoring John Elkins, arid Thompson in the Arlington, Pilot Oak, Cayce. and buy out the telephone comps
a all -been ruled ineligible betoe' CCC. 12 earned ruris'en two hits 'Thorep- outfield
Nardi*. Benton'Limit
only want' to talk a moment or ause none of
, Milburn.
them were enrolled
Palms, and Calvert City -to be rep- *Fen got six hits off Buchanan. intwo. Why-in Pittsburgh-we an
Graham
is
progressing
well
with
full-time
as
students. All of the
resented at- the meeting. it.is hoped eluding a triple by Firmer, a
call up all H— for fifty cents."
the
shot
sot.
'and
Joe
Robinson
.
boys
are
members
of the local NYA
teams
these
an.'
that at least eight of
doable by Cunningham. and
-Yes. I know, sir", the lovely project.
MARGARE,T
dash man, is corning along
...will..parttepsie in league play. it base -blionte.hy..Thompson.
is possible. hdbever to have more C Parker. and Huie. Friday aftersmoothly. Alexander, great nailer, voice said over -the bdne, "hut
•
The re-vamped infield will find
SULLAVAN'-Sisn't
that
within
your
city
limits?"
thaw- these -.if deemed- advisable.
noon teams captained by Ray Waghas been out of whorl a week with
simmer, despite his three
ldens of the goner and George Ed "Tones will
ua-Mridg,
errorritreine inning of theThbr- -sickness bordering on pneumonia,
announced
league last year.' has
clash
Marra- states tennis team, in and may not be in shape for the It is a well known fact that no otighbreds- last game, on first:
that be- willprobahliThot be affill,
feerexaggerates or mag- Jakie Inman. who* was on third
-The line:tip fee the Murray team the midst of its moat successful meet. Italidoipt'Story, 220 man of fisherman
attet with Pine Mug as manager
today is very problematical. Man- season in history, won meets from the Colts, is out with sinus, and nifies either the size of his fish or base. -at second; Gene McGarvey,
• this season, due to the fact that he
the
number
caught. 'their motto erstwhile -shortstop who commit.
Iland said, Either Millsaps College and West Thanes- ma not be able to
a er Preston
Jim
;
i te In
Aledirk
oss
a
.
_
his event.
but it is-probable that he wall have.
count.- A clergrnan o some repu. being moved • over to Third: and
will cation They dropped a meet to the
a club in the league Eldridgeshas hit" man, or Palmer Outland
Among the rookies who are out tation as a fishermen was on Reel- Joe Little. who is jiist coming out,
-- '
University of Mississippi.
been cdnnected wailt.4tageball in -be behind the plate. Billy Linn.
for the team. Gholson. Haley. and foot Lake. fishing near the humble at- shortstop.
who- allowed but one hit in five in.
J. Di- Hamilton
' Jr- Murray. 4
this county for many years.
Washbuiin are looking best. Nan- home of one of the natives. The
Carl Steffins, who is hitting ..500;
ov
ue
cr
oved
ul, B
has
orida
. iiw
y. Pa
wi
l M
hings`
anam -Wor
Meintwhik the Murray situation n
Play
Mayi
finri-EicIN
.N
iiii
uM
ber
ber
l7rw:o':BH
ill. 'ID
Niti
ls.D
oint,. vey and Harris.' who were late in physician was at this home, at the George Speth, pounding the •apple
remains .acute. The- Juniors are
birth
of.
a
tiny
babe,
the
smallest
Jr..
Number
Three:
Edd
Ponczek.
at. the--same .500 pace, and Carl
coming out for practice, are round13lea
-efforts: J D
yearthing 1or....4 sponsor his joniesi
murpbey. a
-y
--cA
- d--bay .with. Number Four
--!
---isnd- Bill Lewis. ing into shape, and Nanney has herhad ever aeep, and he wondered _ Ferries, just_ -recovering from a
TB:
yid their seastin depends on'
Sleek- taken the Tarte - duty-in stride. - how much the 'baby might wc.igh.
Five,...Cffagh.lifaller
netr
altown's ability-to_ conic to
He had no scales withbe burn accompanjaxl the ,squad.
The events that are listed are the spying the clergyman frieed--neen-. rester gai'deue...- •
The Lions Chia I spy......... .1M who latiss---isuly,Asperet will
,
•
ot BerVtrars-tattbk-wittle
shot put, pole vault, broad tinny. by he sent a boy out An a
.t '(a' place Miller., behiliel:the plate, as
- supporting Hai-dig:4' r.OI.JlhtlaPa.,.„.____
-T': 7- .,_ .
•chant. are'
TWIT
e"A"Mill"giaillg"b""lia
,:
2 . • :: '. ' . tovati
'
4•
high jump, the 440-yard veiny, the borrow ihe • fish scales thalr-thaf.I.e. has been looting particularly
The
team
Morrayleationals• •sPoeHolasitel'S" tses - itiftelci7het will ,
Mae relay, the low and high Mir- clergyman catped in his tackle-box- -090/1sored by the local National- Youth beWaigonei. oil- frit:. Roberti sin-risse Loilia- pounded."' rigliW---1
-sid Ides. Among the dash events there -s-in the isitYsieren surprietMurray's pitching
whirls
Administration project,. ecas_dejilie
_ has been anything but ,gbod in al-_,I_L„
- ---- -----_
49-bCf%;1!!v_Ml.ied,27 Putlodat 4,_PArli**111,...-- lofts
'
4
1111
4C
4
PP160
seC2
317
dash,
220
-yard
the
100
-yard
be
- _
JetalY Int Tear. '•
Wakd at shortstop. Other bays
With customary: gusto:
logri
run.
link
lowing
414)-Yird
29
runi
in
dash,
the
three
contests.
who have been . particularly im- But couldn't park his kayo punch
is
receiving
much-needed
aid
will also be an 11110-yard run.
-Oressiser. -and by getting- in more
On ironclad Tony Mustn.
Read the Classified C•11111.111116.
The run-offs will take place at
APTIOLNOONS
10 o'clock, and the finals at 2
o'clock The teams that will trob-- Children
lag
u
Ably enter, besides the Training Balcony I tax Inoluded)
Bardwell,
Arlington,
School. are
Lower Floor !tali included/ ---Mu
Western High School, Wingo, Fulton, and Clinton.
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NEXT THURSDAY and FRIDAY, MAY 1,2
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MURRAY WINS
TAr0 ON TRIP
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TODAY AND FRIDAY

new Chevrolet for
'41 Is the only lowestpriced car with 'en whysluxurious lake blr'ildsgp

It's also the only lowest_ prited car that brings you

ACCEPT
LESS?

a 90-h.p. Valve-in-Peed
Engine, Unitized KneeAction, Box -Girder Frame
end many other quality features ... together with such
big sayings in purchase price,

operatives and upkeep.
It's the No. 1 car of the
.It's the No. 1
Wier
,rivl•

,
YSV

for t
offit

--11}1T1
IIIALLOY
,
E

beer
of n

live(
for

deal]
that
infIt
yciut
aliz(
and
my

NIGHTS - SUNDAYS -WOLIDATIF
Children
Balcony (tax inetaderb
____ Ms
Lower Floor tax included) ____ Ms

to bl
pep(

You're known him 20 Oars-Nowa
him on th• air-Now meaglag_ • • '
on tho SCREEN!

WE'RE BACK!

41
:51we
ilh
e
se
d
_IMS sons. 111/
.
-fogillored on
sews.

PAY
MORE?

is her greater( triuniph
URSILILA PARROTT'S
femoss

SATURDAY ONLY

Kicking'Em
Around

The

'Lino
horn
the
unch
pow
neat

611
.

.
11er
..tid`
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ertek,....X.1102
"51riertM
"
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NEW CHEVROL:,ET

very

bilk;

RaiMUM717N MOP"

Baseball in the Ifsgh -sehilTels Jai
tildlonst its bow. in Ards section thiefweele-end, when Hardin and ssur.
ray High get.together In two eon-...
tests. one -here and One. at Hardin.
This move may go a long way
toward the re-estabbshinent of high
-•
'_.
school baseball in the the ohigh.
schools. For those 'Schools who -do
not have football, it fuinithes-a fait
!port For everyone. it gives a good
break from 'basketball in -t h e
Spring.
AROUND - THE -GRADUATION-i--CIRCLES: Almo .High is moaning
Over the loss of perhaps its finest player since the days of Llelsie Jos-No spectacular '
lin-Herridon . .
ball-player in action, or a -great-- stylist. Herndon-- Was probably the
Meat valuable player to his team
A good rebound
in this county .
men, and a eleadi gesal-gefter, the
Warriors are `going to misshim
next year ..
•-• Probably the school that
howl the ioudest will be Hazel. who •
* drops not- 'otiTe zesurny--eweb. tut 'Med" Scruggs as well ... Undoubteedly this will hinder - the Liens no
little, but with 'a good many big
boys aiming up. anti Hugh Alton,
Jae Baker Littleton, and Cy Millerstill there, the Lions-are a good bet
to retain their crown ...
New Concord." with only Ed,d
Hendon walking the plank. will be
tough, as will Lynn Grove's Wild
fl, tehtr:-Iltreclaws to razor-like edge_. . . the
sharpest they have ever had them
Kisksey's success is problematical .. There's plenty' of materi4
in Eagle territory. but-its development remains a question mark .. ,
.Not much change in Faxon's tem---peratare. and better-and-more -ex=--perienced material at Murray
Training Schdol ..:The success of' Murray High's Tige,rs will depend
, to a large -extent OK how soon -the
Tigers learn to hit the basket .".
*,

• kta-mwkomw Iso•ir 4.
4.4r4 *a* &saw
sataim-eaiikwatt. two maw -Mr to
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`4`a"

- fiwodas
ter sterns
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Gennus Wigton Idled
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/ANDY HARDY'S.

GUY 1(IBBEI.-7- •
Carol Nwiltes • Mita Archer..
hisobcis Trey'• tame Dv's*
441 (laNNNI Whit*

..1.•••••

Diefrolwood by
KO lA010 Pktweil

LEWISITONE
, rn MICKEY ROONEY
1;47,) FAY HOLDEN

TUESDAY AND WEDNESDAY

SUNDAY AND MONDAY

ORSEY• Bert WHEELER
ANCE MOORE • PHIL REGAN
BREWER • ULLIAN CORNELL .
ii DALE • RED DONAHUE
ens sill ewe -tooIsom •• I Parsessat Melon

NEXT THURSDAY AND FRIDAY

"OUR SEA"

stilt Can boost- ;11r.
.
4;ito
‘
.
The old boy sayii "Doggone it"
I've got more warships under the

Than

.

Britain has upon it:

_

TECHNICOLOR!

•

•

•

t.anaussollWor t..auoway

sty, cramp-use pain, may oe jsncHose! dylmsnorrheo due to malnutrition, a condition that is often
helped by CARDUI.
Principal way CARDUI helps is
by stimulatiatappetite and the flow
of gastric juices. Thus it may aid
digestion; help build up a woman's
strength, energy and nerve-force;
so increase physical resistance to
periodic discomfort.
It also helps reduce periodic distress for many who take it a few
days before and during "the time."
Your confidence in CARDUI is invited by its 50 years of popularity.

V_

JAILER

••••

PLUMBING
SUPPLIES
•
BUILDING & FARM
HARDW ARO,
•

A. B. Beale & Son

—

Est. 1897

Murray, Ky.

•

DRESSES
SUITS
COATS

CLEANED
and
PRESSED

C

TROUSERS
2 Pair 39c

!la _oats ass rano
;flqattod ,aniettra

Y

MODEL

..81•ACA1.1E-Sa

If
-to-bit
. you need, ór. to meet a, sudden

l

1
-

•

eiMnentt

Gang

LISA

- Murray have found this to be the most
satistiretiry way tii-biiiro* mohey. In-

• CAltP1140.

•

4ROdfitS,

good quality. estit-.
--

you -.small
enough to be sware,of you."

ARMOUR'S BRANDED

AFTERNOONS

NIGHTS - SUNDAYS - HOLIDAYS

Children
Balcony (tax included)
2
1°c
1c
Lower Floor (tax included) ____ 30
eVARSITY

TODAY-AND FRIDAY

AaRcuest

ROBERT
LIVINGSTON

10o
30c

SATURDAY ONLY
44761.

You're known him 20 years-Heard
him on the air-Now meet him
on the SCREEN!

•

B a sod oa
lb. sits,as.

•Man't°'n'an, IF•PPY diVa •re here again!
Suacwas envoi Andy's nut turned IS. but be
Rio% loop ht• mind on his work . . thanks to
•
his mew new secretary!

Caron(' tedington Kelland
Irtfb

/11111DT.HARDIrS.,,,:.

TRAIL BLAZERS

GUY KIBBEE
Carel Floohtts • John Arch*,
Prowls Trout • Emma Oven
Lim flow's' Whit*
Dist,obv•lod by
150 RARIO

riow••

TUESDAY AND WEDNESDAY
r•

LEWIS STONE
MICKEY ROONEY
FAY HMV

FOURTH MONDAY ONLY
WIRY

BROTHERS
WEAVE

SUNDAY AND MONDAY

j
11111
enc.
7tr
ft

TWO COOSOMe IWO- •
ROY

somes become
fighting foursome!

MSc.

, ROGERS • BYINGTON

ISti

•

#

Children
-Balcony (tax ineludedr—
Lower Floor Itax included)

WE'RE BACK!

BOB STEELE
RUFE DAVIS

R HUTCHENS

—

BEEF

PAT HIGHEST MARKET PRICES FOR EGGS`
'

STMANO BROTFIERS.P$M,ADELPHIA

• st.111

— FRYERS
-

1Z enough

//oze.3

•.....•.

BOLOGNA, 2 pounds
255
SAUSAGE, pure pork, 2 pounds
25c
PORK CHOPS, lean and tender, pounds
21c
PORK LIVER, 2 pounds
25c
136
W MEAT
PORK SHOULDERS, whole or half, pound...14c

Bank
of
Murray
*
MIVELStotak.cef

SATURDAY AND SUNDAY

• • - •714
*
3
0c
5c

• HIENS'
-=, Alive or Dressed

'Member yedeial Deposit Insureace Coeporaltiesi--

ADMISSION.--10e and 16e

25c

.

-MN
MEAT' DEPARTMENT
.
,
.
•
QUALITH(E
' ATS
FRESH COUNTRY EGGS'

r

The Cigarette of Quality

25'

No. j size
cal
.. .._a7cansKPR1

MUSTARD, quart ........•••.
TUB WITH BAIL, each
EVAPORATED IFEA.1:
PRUNES, 2 pounds

cy0100.

Sincerely your's,.

.
It Pays To Read the Classified Coliirnir

'

terest rates are fair
we will ar-,-T•
range repayinent terms that afford the
masimum of convenience. Ccdneln any

West in carves:

- Today we hail the thrifty gent
Who first discovered Marvels•/

•

emir-

AreatYZiovestjgataLlite Batik_ of Ifur-

"

Columbus"round thit

211111E-CITIZENLOFCALLO_WAY
COUNTY:
_ _
thiurttinett•probably noticed my irinonneement for
othce of-Jailer of Calloway CounVt. subject •to the
action of.tberDeinoeratic primary, August 2, ins previous
issosief title 'paper. 1 take this measure in eXtending-thla
afinnulfEeftlent, and explaining rilk qualifications and reasons foileeking this office. I have talked with a number
of my friends and _hare asked their adyice concerning
this rate, and have had encouragement from various sections of the county. I wish to thank these..kind friends for
their encouragement and their promises of support in the.
coming campaign. 1 sincerely believe that lam fully capable et- handling this office to the • satisfaction of the
citizens of-this county, and I promise, if elected, to de my
utuinot_ in_torrying out Hu rifirtipit of the said office to the
very fullest extent.-I consider this post a grave responsibility and a job tots carried-out igs-all earnestness and
sincerity. And should the voters of this county see fit to
honor me with this responsibility, I will endeavor to offer the unfortunate victims of circurastanr.e.s,.whe_cnight romp
under my care, the very best of attention that, it is in my
power. I also promise to keep our court house as clean and
neat as possible, thereby providing pleasant surroundings
for the residents of this county to tyransact that- legal and
official _Widnes*
'1-9have ben-a liNtonglesideut of-this-vourity,-ftavier.
been born at Hazel in 1877, spenftuthe first-lit- years
of my life there. I-then MYR(' tO LTIPF Grove eggilleve'
lived in that vicisity„np_tor_the present tithe. I rest my plea
for your support on my past life in your-midat. It is my
desire to see personally every voter hi' Calloway _County
that I-possibly -can, and to personally solicit you.vote -and,
influence, and I assure you that I will deeply appreciate—
. YOur vote and influence and any acts in my behalf. I realize that there will-be a large number seeking this office' •
and I hold nothing but the highest regards for each of ,
my opponents.
I can truly say that-it waild•afford me.great pleasure
to be allowed the privilege of being of serviceto the good,.
pepole of Calloway County.

my DORSET. Bert WHEELER

,

TANCE MOORE • PHIL REGAN
BREWER • LILLIAN CORNW.
RGINIA DALE • RED DONAHUE

1%7

-NEXT THURSDAY and FRIDAY, MAY 1,2
M A TIGARE'T
S U LLASAN'S

••• his mole "MO"
N MOON"••Formarmil Moro

Drea/est:goiel

•

NEXT THURSDAY AFUTEDAY

in her vectiest triumph

URSULA PARROTT'S
famohl ttory

.
'Grand

.

IN TECHNICOLOR!:

_

WPFTer--

•

-

beans, pea*

25
MACKERAL.3 cans
10e-SODA,SALT Or POT.TED MEAT,3 for
-MERRY WAR LYE, 3 tans
25c
Sc
JELLO, all flavors, box
„KIX, the new cereal, 2 boxes and prize
26c
tnam FADELESS DYES,Vreekors,
JACK & JILL BLEACH,'quart
10c
FLOUR, White. Loaf, Red Beauty
Rose, bag
•••••

findialu-al basidd

Murray, Ky.

ibCOLUMEIUS

4.

Turnip greens, spinach, pork &
or kraut, 3

green beans,

Cleaners-

719 W. Poplar St.

••••

,
-aw •WO- MO.

-

.40,w0 .14 it •

•

I •
SUGAR, 10-lbs. pure cane
54c
COFFEE, fresh shipment, pound
NAPKINS, asst. colors, 3 packages
25c
BEANS, Great Northern, 10 pounds --25c
CORN FLAKES, 3 large boxes
CORN or TOMATOES, 2 cans .•..
15c
Sc
MATCHES, 2 boxes
19c
SALAD DRESSING, quart
PEANUT BUTTER, quart
13c
CRACKERS, 2-pound box
••
25c
SARDINES, 6 boxes
PICKLES, sour or dill, quart
SWEETHEART TOILET SOAP, 4 reg.:bees..19c

PICKUP AND DELIVERY

nolscrwaus Tst •

Phone 12
•

I Needed Money
Quickly ... I Got
It Quickly From the
Bank of Murray

SKIRTS
2 for 29c

Call 141 Now

Prompt Delivery

"

Wednesday thru Saturday 35c cash price in effect
n hatorki-o votegoyeuj
• lob ie cife, toor4--

Phone 441

Murray Food Market

Write TURNER MILAN, Manager
for Reservations

1

BOGGESS PRO. CO.
S. 13th St.

Louisville's Neii-eitt and Up-to-Date in All
Appointments and Most —
Reasonable Rates

--AM.r...•••1•.••••••mst.m.
wwwww..ww
,
,
•••••ww

Swats

Highest Market Prices For Egg!)
Those Prices Are Cash

MURRAY

KENTUCKY
OTEL

FINE CLEANING CAN BE DONE
AT LOW PRICES!
1111Irdayi-and Tuesdays Cash Pricet

teas
-

111

are ever observed in the Service, Comfort
and Convenience of the

-

J'ffC
•

••• ' s•,.11__•.

.:e••••sasse••••
;...,

ir"

WI

...

.

1
orith,

fir

an I

jiti
-7 IF

ft
111-141Ps

Wilt-Interest \Women
The rime ofot woman's perrOdie
suffering. froiy
irritabil.... headache,
.

NW

T•
110M

...iiii..•

.40

.
;"IT TRADITIONS OF
•
.••*----1,
.. 4•••---.:-----P
"7r -t•:- .

...
6

I

a

WILL PAY DELIVERER,i
-

-7.31,-

4...'2.-...ft_vsielitstgra.,-.:_.-' ...

-

' ,WWI
-,--=-z_z....-:-..uh

*-

•t

-..

Look Farmers- Look!

.

. '

* ...

Songs!

Priday.nattr-Saturder

2rana

Ay..arg
26, For
Hewn 80211 ________._..... ne

,

,
__....

_..•----.
.

-

•••••-:

•

t
34-

R.

.."
•
•
1•••

_
_
-.me!

r mfgamoirer

---;•see•s.
•

•
MURRAY SHOPPING NEWS
;• r
. 4. . - DRINKLRY •
E. S. Burnett, 200 aereskilly Mrs. Edwards

ER1FF'S

9- .1.1;•-•-•

Curtis Mohler, 22 etre*. by Gertie Bedwell:,
•-•-• - '.e•
-....
...... ,-- .
.. - -

314t
3358

-

17 33 I BRING YOUR SELLING AND
5.95
BUYING PROBLEMS TO THE

Classified Ads

WITH A LONG RECORD OF
QUICK SALES SUCCESSES-

7.79
'
'3672
0--1..--Cole. 14 •192141111.1 "Narris Grove •
tc PER WORD. Terms cask In advance for each insertion. Minimum charge. !Sc. An additional ac682
H. %hankie. 34 a&es
----bit Stank; Dubibi....1:1•:.:71.7.........4179
counting charge ii$ Ilte will be made on all classified ads not paid for before
a. m. of day of Issue
•
258
Christopher Shultz, 20 acres .•
•
- HAZEL -DISTRICT
wilt-Sell for -delinquent Mate,.county, and -school T. Iffetiff Htitchens.-90 Sires b),' J.. W. Simmodt. - •.=-••-•:-:--....
owns - -- - 1213
_
o
4------ f ----.---- ---•
xstjie property of the following- named
--CITE OF ISAZEL, •
V•
K1441„.same being FourfN Mondav, at the Court MD. bliller, 1 lot in. City oL_Ilazel.._. ,,
..4.-' -VIM --- 19.76
FOR SALE-Used refrigerators as FOR SALE-Soy Beans, Whippor- FOR RENT-Large front room, DELUXE CLEANING prices 39c
Rouse
- ddor, between the tours of one and four o'clock
.
.. - • •
PROMISCUOUS
low as only $3.95. delivered full will peas. Home Grown Hybrid light and airy; 2 beds. Private cash and caul-. Jones Cleaners.
. P. 10,-.-Said property lid-ed below is Oscribed the same as L 54, Gray, 3 acres. Cin.....4. Dist.. by-Wilt-Matteni
lc
WM - -- 311- Of ink FREE 'Crass Furniture seed earn at Economy'
,Feed and bath, private entrance. 2nd floor. Phone 567.
Calloway
1c Mrs. Stephen Edwards, 306 So.
Coutity's Tax Com- R. W. McDaniel. 32' acreo.t Liberty District
lc Seed Store.
'in the official listing in the
5873
-610. Co.. Murray.
WRECKER
1941
STREAMLINED
6th St., Murray. Phone 589. lc
missioners books, and.a more complefe.deseription of the W. H. Finny. 61 acres in.Br
District :'
5941
1726
SERVICE New equipment. 24- f
SALE-$100.00 -Due Bill" on FOR SALE-Marble-topped anland and lots may_ be-founct in the office of the .County Mavis Jones, I lot in Pool 'Town
5974
.62 FOR
any new Ford ,c_ar at a substan- tique table. Cherry. For infor- FOR RENT-Furnished Front Bed- hour, fast, dependable Wrecker VI
CoUnty.
gourt Clerk of Calloway
6012.
14.64 tial discount. Make us an offer! mation write Box 25, Hardin, room.
B. W. MeCislin. 1 lot in City' Of Mun,y;.-_,.. .....
Will rent to either a Service. Charges reasonable. Day
es shoivn below_do not in- Mrs. Bettie Nix, 1 scre.-Coldwiter
lp couple or two ladies. Telephone phone 97; Night phone 543-W.
'
Amounts due for 1944)
_zt
'
.
60242.511 Ledger & Times office. Murray, NY•
- Palmer and -Brown, 1 lot in City of Murray ask18.--1..........4031-,
Mrs. Shelby Davis,
W. Main. Porter Motor C.,„ Chevrolet Sales
clude_ pinalties; interest..4411
1.23 Ky.
FREE MOVIES:Itt_slitinting this at 212.
tic and Service.-J. L FOX, "- • • iff Calloway County. . I
FOR SALE-Hybrid SIPA
ern. coupon at the box-offfee, *Be
_
Mayer,
of
Haael,
raser
receieb
two
. For U. S. 13 Yellow Hybrid seed
FOR RENT-3-room unfurnished HAVE YOUR woolens cleaned and
OTT Or
corn, contact County Agent, Will- tickets to the Varsity Theatre, apartment. 207 N. 5th St. Mrs. put in moth proof bags at Jones.
/goatStore. Murray.--or see compliments •of the Ledger & B. B. Wear.
Feed
ms-0tfc Cleaners.., Jones can also clean
• Misr
Sherwood Potts. Kirksey, Ky. A24p Times, to see Tommy Dorsey and
youe`dresses, curtains, bedspreads,
14.94
Mrs. It G. Heisler, 1 lot on North h St.
an all-star cast in "Las Vegas HOUSE For Rent. 24 mi. east of etc.
lc
Wednesday • evening.
3$
400
HELM HAS CHAMPION HEN Nights"
Mrs C. V. Kirkland. 1 lot on West
Murray; house and 4 lots in DexILLINOIS CONTEST. Laid 146 April 30.
ter for sale 9600; 13 acres near FREE MOVIES; By presenting this
Harriterson. f tot' on East Map ;
the
points 151 days. Winner both NaMurray /or sale. $225. Louisa coupon at the box-office of
ashain. 1 lot on North 4th M
Robert V\
tiejsal Chick- Raising Coriteste0f- TIRES-4811488-48.181- with taloa Parker, 'Murray, Ky., Route 3. lp Capitol Theatre. R. H. Owen, of
cc
'RAO: with.
two
-wilt-reosivi
ray-gauSe.
4•
I 1 441
males $2.00 Postpaid. Free Help- $850. 5.25x18-$6.00:: with tube APARTMENT FOR RENT-Can be tickets to see the Three Mes.
2nd and Struce St.
12.14
Columbissillantqp, 1 lot NewAddit
5.50x 17-$8.00; 6.00x16- seen at 201 N. 6th St. Newly quiteem In "Trailblazers," comful Bulletin. HELM'S HATCH- $7.00.
4nr)
102
3.10.
Modena Criunmon:'4,jot
ERY,- Paducah, Kentucky.
$8 50. At the PIG 'N WHISTLE. decorated inside and out. Inquire pliments_of lb* Ledger & Times.
Hardin. Ky.
le at HOTEL NATIONAL
Vernon Gilbert Tliit New Addition t
lp STANDARD CLEANING at Boone
-7FOR SALE-1940 DeLuxe Ford
847
1
2.48
W4yne Hustles. 1 lot Spruce StTudor: gone only 14,000 miles. FOR SALE-Tomato plants true to FOR RENT-T•wo-room apartment. Cleaners. Plain garments in lots
923
each;
single
30c
or
more
5.57
of
two
• Quitman _Marvel. 1 lot New Addlifon
Octiattal tires and .paint. Clean name. Grown out in the-OPeil- -Close ,In. Apply to Reubie,Wear;
torments 35e , cash every day.
• lizzie jig
n 3 lagr-14.... •••••40.throg93'2
as a whistle throughout. looks Now ready for setting. Price 50t- 2011 N. 5th St.
lp Phone 234, South Side Square tic
Can be per hundred. L L. Beale, 405
rutis like new
944
20.92
Andrew. Patton. _1 lot New Adcgtion
1p
. bought at a big saving. Stokes- N. 9th St., Murray.
955
1412
HEAR the latest Hits by the most
Rowlett. 1 lot Spruce St.
lc
Smith - Motor Co., Murray.
phonopopular
orchetiras. on
NeAddition
966
Singleton.
1
lot
•
15.17
John and James
CUT FLOWERS FOR SALE. About
graph' recoriiisr from Johnson -Fa in
brisk Smith. -+-101-):New-Additiort-_4:-A-1.3•;3••••••••••••••34•••
Poplar 2.600 Tufty •blotenr-for sale this
fuoin-ron-;BALE-on
lc
Appliance
•
ip WANTED-Late_ Milaal Died cars.
dbatg T
943
•."- -1.23
week.
weee
lepme
Mrs. nnI.9T
miL
: Crawford,
wool
an..noo
roorps
W,Stiablalefield, 1 lot New Addition
hard
rnade
'
Th
peer
211 a.-mige St. 164414-11[1'.
•
-111A...frnaiseed. payments .-dieaper
,
than rent. Built for a borne, FOR SALE-Miracle Wall Cleaner.
1111171RAY
priced to sell quick---bm -Wee: - tilleites_wall paper, painted walls.
-...7.-- :14.101
--'1..iiinitsT Joi-V-s---INiterwae-P- - gam Agent, 410 Noctii Seventh and ceilings. like magic. Also
The Ledger & Times is author,I251
30.20
Street
.
•
A24p extra fillers for Miracle Wall trying to get a little sirpi Stomach ized to announce the following
• . N W. Kemp,
• 1 ,lot Stabbleradd Add.
1317
22230
--- L F Ouen _.:_ _ ________________1.
Cleaner._ Call Mr. or Mrs. R. C. upset. Sine! using ASILERIKA I candidates, subject to the action
presenting Overby for demonstration. Tele- feel -so good! Am 64 years old and- of the. Democratic primary. Satur'
y
FREE MOVTES: lit
1510
•
Noah. Crouse (cot.1,--t4ocrar-:-----.441
•
1 p do my own work." (E. P.-Okla.) day, August 2, 1941: ••
this coupon at the box-office. Mrs. plinne No. *La
•
If gas in stomach or intestines
-ASher_Graham. of 901. West Ma'
and
hickory
CITY
JUDGE
SAL.
--Oak
bothers
YOR
YOU.
try'
MI
ADLERIKA
•
.
to_1844
508
will -receive two tickets to the
T. L. Stubblefield (ca), 65 acres
.
IRVAN
. 'AN
M
A.
Varsity Theatre, compliments of barnwood. 4 ft ricked on Pine day.
.
-•
CONCORD the Ledger & Times. In see GuY eftluff Road. or delivered. -Bar- Dale, Stubblefield & Co.. Druggists
1923
812
SHERJFF
Wesiff Cook. 80 acres by Otii_i.ovial term_ _ __
....-11--.
Gibbee as "Scattergood Baines", gain if taken at once. Also have
ROBESTSQN
-good Timothy and Red Top Hay
.• 1980
Elkins.
7 acres
....
• .
. 3.18
Saturday night.
Mark
.
.
.
ADAMS"'''•
lp
LIE
•M/IM"
R. M. Miller. Phone 21104.
2200
466
111. 13..)AcCuuton. 1 acre by Ike 'Wilkerson•
V-9 Ford Tudor.
"170
• II.63
..•,• - •• Wail* Heirs. 66 acres by Lee Chadwick
Don't be mislead by the. date FOR SALE-1935 14 ton truck in
FOR JAILER
' ....._ _2425 • 5,18
''
4• •iDay.__Wnglit._66_4cros_ by .5.....6, Douglas-a.
PRENTIS NV- HART --morlel_01_this car_ Youll,lint_haee good runnizil sham. Fair rubtimri
in Vitamins
• RELIABLie
tp see it and drive it. Its just ber. one tire almost new. Brand
NOSY T. WEST
IABERTY
.
• LOW COST
Good hardwood
battery.
thm.--uess? .Somebody is going to
R. H. 410131 LAMB
.
'2539
432
Charter Cele. tee reflot-try,-Rffie Puckett reTt
bargain
.,
A
at
the
price.
get mighty cheap transportation
JOHN R. HUTCHENS
....... Mrs Martha Hopkins. 147-raeres by W. W. Wortis
044
and a lot of satisfaction from this See Tniest. Oakley at '904 Weld Ai Jelaimem-Paia
51
lp
_
.118
Main
St.
Mrs. E. L Alohandre. K1 Sae* by Sieve-Dusican..7........20.10
ear
Stokes-Smith Motor. Co.
FOR MAGISTRATE •
lc
13.88
W W. McDariiel. 17-20-36 acres by L. L. Lee _ - :
Murray.
Concord District
FOR SALE-Lot 903E135, So. 7th,
J. W STUBBLEFIELD
2903.
12.92
mizs w... tr. Pittman"'M acres by Teny Boggess •
$175.'
FOR SALE-Several really good So. side Hazel Highway.
•
Murray District
lc
serviceable .used Fords at prac- Pryor Motor Co.
W 'H. B,ROACH'
4,96
_,.
2979
will
TerTn.ii acres by H It Maul=
tically your own price! We
gain. Can be sold on easy budget
•
sell them so cheap you can af- plan. Pryor Motor Co., Murray, I
12.14
3006
• liera7 turner. NI acres by E. N. Sndili
am now In position to make al:
an
extra
car.
ford
to
get
one
for
3068
Ky. '
it' Holland
15-aCres
Insurance loans on both dwelt.
. L.
IVO
Stokes-Smith Motor Co., Murray, FOR SALE-1935 ,Chevrolet Two.
lags and business properties.
WADESBORO
RES
le Door Sedan
Ky.
A-1 condition, looks
RED BARNES, mechanic, on So.
43113.--3.112.1.
.131.sh SD sass by-Dolie.
and runs like new:--A-reef -bar11th Street.- next to T.
Belt Oro- r
4430'
DeiheetF-CApe.-111 aeries Deby C._n..:Langastar
eery.
M15p
-1-T-61
ne:::117
'-'-'4-1
sifEe
forC
(decdi Z acrw*TX4...3Ncod•----"--;
.
-"
4/11k -= • MP
liholl-be-seen to be
TO
MY
FRIENDS:
I
will
- not
3.314
"---•
Sam Scott ,S acres by Galen Chaplain.
-appreciated- -AIM Itotor co..
make the race lqr -jade*-et CalVETERINARIAN
,
-, Murray. Ky.
le
4788
718
„
05.1aal &agar: 43- acres. by W. A. Drown
loway County. as previously planMurray - Kentucky
4873
9.48
Clene Youngblood 48 acres by Clyde Yongb1ood
No Red Tape
Qalek Servilee ned The illness of my wife
FOil SALE-1937 Pontiac Coupe.
e_
makes my race impossible. I
.••••••.
MIXT=
.CITY Of
good. good trrea V350.00 (no Office North Third Street
-•
wish to thank my friends, how4888
trades). Ledger & TImel office.
1.72
Andrews. 1-.1at in,,pexter
ever, for their
Res. Ph. 3012
encouragement.
• Ph. 646
Murray, Ky.
3.53
.4958
Howard Thor.. 1 lot in betn,cr
iniereY"d*:- Moe 494 SETH.COOPER.
p
•
.
ot Land tor Delinquent State, CPtaity,

'

and

School Taxes, •

1

PHONE 55

PHONE 55

.._.:9s1

For Sale

For Sale

bersons

Services Offered

For Read II

I

11

7..

rtieing clouts. etc.

Wanted

nnouncement

wqrr

"I,SAT UP IN BED

Milk is one-cif-the most-Ilea&
' fut. foods known to science.
SUNBURST:milk:from tuberculin tested-herds, is even het-1- FOR SALE-1944
le* rich
and in,_---tothei elemezit,i-vitlattn.lmars

• T. J.

•

reel

Mittirayillik Products

like

DR. H. H. BOGGESS

.fr

COMPANY

Murray, Ky.

ri,„„

.-stn.& V.

11:1,TOPMMIT CANNED GOODS &

0=10=0=1

HEINZ
size

111.

Large

1

HA% E IT - • WS WILL GET IT
OR IT CAN'T RE HAD'

4frit
t
.

•

REMEMBER ",,,T61E CREAM
'TO PAUL'S PLACE••
AT-TOLLEY -& CARSON'S
Wednesday, Saturday & 4th Monday

or

QUAR
T

r

59c

-

-40 •

C E.-PERRY'S, WISWEEL-,
Tuesday and Friday •.
••

tier

MEAt

PAUL GARGUS, Manager.

-TRUCK & PASSENGER •CAR4TIRES
•
Us Before You Buji Tirest----•
0
• 5.50x19...
5.25x18 • 14 • • __ • _ •• • • ‘4. • • • •• • • $5.99 .. •.• ••• • • • •-.--,-.-.-.--. •. $5.99
*$5.99 4.50x20 ....-....
$5.99
----,A.50x21
$6.99
0 6.00x16 Convoy
"„7",
$10.95
-6.00x16 Champion_
:$10.95
6.00x16 U.S. Royal . __ _
412.95
6.50x16 Champion ": ...
•
.-&
6.50x
i"

1

HEY ---- SEE OUR NEW BABY.
MECHANICAL- BUT _ALMOST REALI.

MARKET

•

2 Now,

- 2 BIG

SUPER-SERVICE

STATIONS

“you Can....Realoviie_ the Entire'
- .-'-'.Eitenor
To'
r lust,
ak Few -Dollais a Month!" .
_
. , .
Yotriwiw hare:tireltdure streaked. grimy side'Walla Or

pabit yout home periodically with JohnsSfartillle Siding! YOUR FIRST COST IS YOUR
LAST! V011....ten also eliminate the need•of_costly

:
inof

rI

'5

•

•

.

i

BARS'FOR W

SWEETHEART
'
••
TOILET SOAP._____-_c4,

WE WANT.TO BUY YOUR HAMS

0

AND EGGS

2

WITH OUR COMPLIMENTS
•

Remember that payments can he
made monthly ot,year .

Station' No. 1 - 2$-East Main St....Telephone
Station No. 2- 1412 Nest Main St., Telephone 77

er.

PHONE 72

•)•••••• •••••• .••••

PRYOR

M1

L

7
rI71NiITT
t
•,,W&La..
MURRAY, KY.

--APAOTORC01.110Aint-

POODS
0

•

•

PHONg41-FOR--AN-ESTIMATE;-'

" It's !resented By The Makers Oif •

hem gated, ch-ccse, and cold meats.

repatri br

applying Johns-Manville roofing
right over your present shingles! Save by. meting now. NEITHER OF THESE TWO FIREPROOF .
blATERIALS HAVE JNCREASED Htg,12§T!

0.3.•

Choice cute of ;teaks rad roasts fronfBanquet be( f
-

Tel

5.11

11`1114

23`
'MOPS
o OXYDOL RINSO
TIN BUCKET
39 Lb
JOIJNSON WAX
59`Qi. W
Pt:
CIO-COAT
23
LIQUID WAX
75`
U UST MOPS_
23` and 45`
BROOMS

•

From - $2,000 to $100,000
Low Interest

••••

EDS

8

S
Set
Qt.
Qt.
Tei

fp

COME T!!'t Pled,Ping"S

•____.......rmoust=.-PLEA/4

1 I

Notices

cans
,

-CORN,

Cri

S Drug

0

BABYFOOD •-841echnu3till7Glass
EGG NOODLESMonarch
ToNIATO MICE 46 ounces 1).`
_0 SALAD DRESSING Quart
TOMATOES, No.-2 tip, or
15
No. t cal1.
'

I

0=10

BANQUET BEEF

11-1
54=

P. B. GI-IOLSON
Balk at

•

=i1r10=101===0=10
•
• .

SMITHPhone

/ LOANS

Ask for SUNBURST Milk!

Telephone 191

We
V

Radio Repair Service
• pRompT

-

o KETC11UP

sir

PHONE-44'
0=10===10=1=0

0=10

0

'MURRAY

Kerman!

Ii

•

.r.-44-1--'3•40.--••

•
-"A•rto

•••
-

•

•'c -•

•-

3,1

•
,,
•
•:-•33
,
...4.3.••,••••••••Ttt

-

•

•• -in',

..r••
•

•••••••
,
-,•••••••741 ••••

• -41411.4M111

•

4.1

r

_

•

•
•

•

.

.

•••

-4--

••••
,

••••33-

s
.011•140.--

-

••••••

••r
•-•

_1'
.

7-i•-5.

•

" f

I

•

•
-

/

1
•

"

-ali'".•

,a• 4•••••

••,
•.v

••-••••••,

no- .1w.4.5•14

•••44.•••••••• •••••,•
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about 43, Elwin Freeland.
;jszt-Olive Moore and Mrs. Davis.
Previews of Senior Play, -Bons
• Ms returned, to her home in DickAlbert Stevens, a bachelor friends
Graduation
and Nuts", Buron Jeffrey, director.
-Tenn., attar spending last
of the family who marries and
Tuesday, May 6
"Bolts and Nuts"
week with her lather, C. M. Hood,
(Continued from Page 1)
shows off, Joe Pat Lamb.
800 P. M.
Wednesday Night, May 7
-and Mrs. Hood. •
A three-act farce play will be
Mr.,and Mrs. John Robinson
Mary A. Myers.
Mrs. Stevens, his. wile who likes
Processional. Billie Wilcox.
Playlet: "I Haven't Time". Cast: to be shown oft, Lucille Wynns.
Invocation, Rev. A. M. Hawley. presented by the senior class. This
and son Randall, of Cunningham,
(Locals
from
Page
2)
Continued
play
is
a
merry,
mad-cap
farce
0. B. Turnbow, Will Frank Steely,
Jed Harding. a boy friend of
Salutatorian, _Mildred Clayton.
Ky., were week-end guests of Mrs.
Robert Craig and Ted Brandon.
Boots' who will not be domineered
Lullabye, Girls' Trio-htildred comedy, which, for/three solid acts chapt4r of the United Daughters Lisle Risenhoover,
will
keep
you
roaring
your
head
Senior Class Night
by her, and who plays the part Clayton, Maurine Steele, Nora
Mr. and Mrs. Pierce Holland
of the Confederacy who attended
off!
Friday, May 2
of a young widow, Johnny Owens, Moore.
the district meeting at the Ritz left Sunday for their home in DeCharacters:
8:00 P. M.
Lucille
Wynns.
Valedictorian,
Hotel in Paducah Saturday were troit after a visit with his brother,
Bill
Thompson, a
veritable
"Gypsies For A Day"
Address, Terry P. Smith.
Bepita ,Bolt,, Rebecca's niece, Mrs. W. S. Swann, Mrs. H. C. Corn, Ott Holland and Mrs_ Holland in
clown, Herman Ellis.
Characters:
Solo, "Mimmileid," be Tom Er- Margaret Key.
Mrs. Neva Waters, Mrs. L. P. Jack- the county, and wiM 'his sister,
Perciyal Mariners, a young Eng' Lutie Spinks, the maid, --who son, Mrs. A, 0. Woods, Mrs. G. B. Mrs. Lola Jones.
' Chief Black Tom, leader of clan, lishman, Bill and Jed's friend, who win.
_Presentation of..
.. Diplomas, Mr. winks, Lady Ruth Marine.
Mrs. Joe T. Lovett
Apes Earl Hamilton.
Scott, Mrs. GeOrge Hart and Mrs.
manages to captivate the girls, T. C. Arnett.
Rebecca Bolt, manager of the W. P. Reinke.
and Mrs. Rainey T. Wells returned
'Princess Marchetti, class spirit,
.Domus Herndeil.
Hawley.
-- Benedietion, Rev. A. M.
Bolt Sanitarium---tor mental-Sunday from Miami Beach, Fla.,
---Gerthai Armstrong:—
-1F-11,-Sutton
---Igre.
Jane Nelson, Boots' friend about
giene, Karnell-T/Utetiens.
where they spent the past several
Mary John, gypsy .g1r1, Mildied 18, Dorothy McPherson.
Baccalaureate Sermon
Martha Grubb, the cook, a mel- colored' maid, Rachel Morgan.
weeks. Mrs. Wells will spend this
__Clayton- _ "____
Mary Roland, another of Boots'
Sunday Evening, April 27
ancholiac, Roth Scherffius.
The cast of characters for the week in Murray while Mr. Wells
Mae
Armstrong.
friends,
Gerthal
Chico Peep, boy, Calyin West.
8:00 o'Clock
Starr, Senates fiance, sophihnore play, to be presented is attending the state meeting of
Twink
Mrs. Audrey Hemingway, whom
Betty Peep, gypsy girl, Lucille
Processional, Mrs. L. E. Hurt.
with delusions of grandeur, Robert Tuesday night, April 29, is as fol- the Woodmen of the World in PaProfessor Boyd Would like to
Wynne. •-•
Invocation.
Lee Kelly.
ducah, and will return With him
lows:
John MajOhlt-the princess' fath- marry much to Bodts' dislike, Oli"Lead Me, Lord", Girls' Glee
HiPPOcrates, Joy, a psychito their home in Omaha, Neb.
vene Moore.
Marie,
the
maid.
Laura
Rader, James Wilcox.
Dr. F. E. Crawford,
atrist. Thomas Lee Armstrong.
Mandy, colored maid,
Don Kato Rom, prince of clan,
Solo, "Our Best", Laura Farley.
Henry Goober, the porter, afraid ford; Mrs. Jenkins, the houseClayton.
keeper, Evelyn Cain; Martin, the
Herman K. Ellis.
Sermon, Rev. Tillman Taylor.. 'of lunatics. Bill Wilkins.
Sheol°, the testator, Carlos Steele. - Howard Nutz,---&---,b0yAkiend of
"I Shall Not Pass Again Th111
Phineas Plunkett, a lawyer with butler. Gene Cote,- liffs. Graves. a__
Anise, friend of Marcheta, Sadie Boots', Robert Craig_
Way", Girls' Trio.
a humility Complex, Eugene Jones. woman of 45, Mary Lee Perry;
_Dot Jones. Sadie Hell Farris.Nell Farris.
Recessional, Mrs. L. E:. Hurt
Miss Prunelia Figg, a patient Elizabeth. her daughter, Agnes
_
Bartel, the
bad
boy,--- Tom - Inez Williams, Ruth Clayton. -4 Benediction
with claustrophobia, Grace Wilson Greenfield; Betty, girl of 17, LarEdna Smith, Mary Sue Clayton.
name James; Jerry Carmichael, a
Scruggs.
Class Night
James.
man of 25, James Paschall; Peter
Baccalaureate
Damita, the poet, Robert R.
Tuesday Evening, April 29
Cadwalleder .Clippy, a ,patient,
Sunday. May 4
Gralles, man of 45, Baron Palmer.-•
Craig.
8:00 o'Clock
afraid of cats, Barkley Jones.
8:00
P.
M.
Jacques, gypsy bey, Thomas
"Through The Portals"
Mrs. Gertie Glossop. a patient
Processional, Mrs. G. C,-*,--'-Bacedinfreste Night
Herndon.
Class Song, Class.
who fears contamination, Evelyn
"Awakening
.
Chortis",
Gabriel
A ii 27
GiftOrinlaS...
„Valedierorian, A
•
roCenlional,
MrsT-Wye.
Lucille Wynns.
,
Salutatorian. Edward, Hendon.
Wilbur Glossop, her darling child;
Invocation, Rev. A. C. Moore.
Solo, "Lord I Want to Be,
Gypsy girls, Mary Sue Cla
Histosian. Mary Dunn.
G. W. Wqod.
"Guide Me:0 Thou Great JehoRuth Clayton,.Olivene Moore, Mary
Class Will, Dorothy Shackelford.
Jack Gordon, a young Interne, Aaron Burkeen.
_Invocation.
Alice Myers, and Dorothy Dean vah:" Hastings, choir.
- Prophecy, Charles Lock Stubble- Calvin Murdock.
Sermon,
Rev. Sam P. , Martin, field.
Serra-Cm; Rev, J. Mack Jenkins.,
MsPherson.
Commencement Program
pastor
First
Baptist
Church,
Nur,.
Quartet, Twenty-Third
waltzed
Other members of Gypsy Clan
Class Poet. Paula Miller.
Thursday, May 8
ray.
--Harold Young. Jenna V.
are Sam Lee, Joe Pat Lamb, Eltans, Boyd Champion, N
Eight o'Clock
-Day Is Dying in '1'•---tiest,
k us, Dorthirle—
an Burks, Aaron
win Freeland, and Johnny Q
*'
e.-Elva Railey .1tuth y • •
";March
Trillrntwin, choir.
_
"Boots and Her Buddies" .
.Edd 'Hendon.
phant", Williams-Mrs. W. H.
Recessiooal.
Recessional, Mrs. Rye.
Feeds! Comedy in Three Aell
Commencement Program
Broqks.
•••
Benediction. Rev. A. C. Moore.
Benediction.
Saturday, nue 3
Thursday Evening, May 1
Invocation, Rex, C. W. Lawrence.
_Piano Recital
Commencement
Nigh
Characters: 8:00 o'Clock
SOW. "I' Meant to Do My Work
hileadaY.Itay 5
May 1, 730 p. m.
Boots Boyd, a vivacious, pretty
-Proeessional, Keys Patterson.
Today," Mawrey-Lady Ruth Ma.A SOas, Stipa Irwin.
Procegsionat,
e.
girl of 18, Mary Alice Myers_ _ '•
,
invocation.
rine.
Chorus, . Night Song. .
/lower,
Mixed
Son&
Se
-Fay
24
Professor Ned Boyd,. bar father;
"I
Heard
You
Go
By."
Girls
Trio.
AddreaR
Iihe
Ti
Smith.
ryP:
-Craig. _
Invocation.'
- CortiMencement Address, Dr. F. President and General Manager
Salutatoiran, Odell Boggess.
Prelude
C, Bach-Jean Shane C. Pogue.
Young Men's Building and Loan
Hooper.
Remarks by MI. Prentice Las"Good Night," Mixed Quartet.
Association. Director Firrt National
siter.
- The Wayside Chapel, WilsonPresentation . of Diplomas" and Bank," Mayfield,. Ky.
24—PHONES-25
Address, Wells Overbey.
Gwyndelyne Dailey.
Medals. W. V. James.
Quartet, "Good Night, ManneyAdieu to the Piano, Beethoven
Valedictorian, Hilda Pritchett.
Recessional, Keys Patterson. .
Merrit Marine. Ida Mae Hart, Lady
The famous Heinz-Rice Flakes re- -Betty"
.Presentallion
.1)1 diplomas, PrenMilstead.
Ruth Marine, Barkley Jones.
duced. large package -----lie On, On, Athay, _ Liberrie-Ann
Presentation of Diplomas, Prin, tice Lassiter.
New Post Toadies, contains VitaBaccalaureate
Trio. "Oh! That Is Jean"-Jenna
Buron Jeffrey.
min 111, large 11-oz. pkge .10c1 Littleton and Gwyndelyn Dailey.
Sunday., May 4
. . Jenkins, DOrtha Jean Burks,
Spring
Song,
MendelasshnBenediction. Rev!. H. A.-14x,
Colonial Bread now has Vitamin
840 o'Clock
Dorothy Sue Smith.
Jean Orr.
BI & Iron. large loaf
10c
Processional-March, Hollander,
Senior Class Play .
Milimet.' Beethoven-Sarah Eve- Mrs. W. H. Brooks.
Muir ay Bakery's Whole Wheat
Commeneemeot Patistan
.
May 3, 7:45 p. m.
bread, good as best, large loaf 10e lyn Littleton.
Saturday night, April 21 senior
Hymn, "Faith of Our Fathers",
Cleonatra's Half Sister," is the
GII/Op Brilliant,- Gray-Joe B choir and congregation.
Golden Sweet Syrup, gallon
Sec
play. "Mama's Baby .Boy."
'3-act
-farce
which will be presented
and
Littleton
Mrs.
Davie.
half-gallon_ a0c. 15-, lb. can_ _10c
Sunday night. -April 27. BaccaInvocation, Rev. H. A. ax
•
by the Senior class of Alnu% High'
Ategonane, Masenet-Anii-tittleRoyal Purple Grape JuiceDuet, "God Is Love", Lady Ruth laureate Sermon, Rev. B. R. WinSchool Saturday night, May 3 at
15c ton.
25c, pint
quart
chester.•
,
Marine and Iva Nell Wilkerson.
7:45 o'clock.
sol7eggirro Bach:..invfation in. -4i-lb, Litaisions' Tis&---dr-g1111116,...,254
"fun,Rv. C. 24-7-Jotier-Sfrper.
Tuesda7 night
Sopho- - Jerry
lee F, Bach-Billie Wilcox.
3-oz. Bluebird Tea
intendent of Paris District, Paris, more play, "Bettye the Girl 0' My
pursued by the leincarnation of
The Joyful Peasant, Shuntann- Tenn: tx,
Coffee. White House,'euaraisteed to
Heart:"
"
Egyptian princess who wants
,IT.• all good as any at price, lb. 15c Joe 'B. LitIleton...
WednesdaY night, April 30, Grad- an
Hymn, "Now the Day Is Over'',
to make love to him. He takes
Turkish Match, Beethoven-OH- choir and congregation.
25c
Mountain Rose, 2 lbs.
.
uating exercises. A. B. Austin,
refuge in disguise at the home
_ 11-1b. bucket pure lard
. 86c vene Moore,
speaker. PRItler'stion, Rev-J1. A. Lax.
of his friend. Tom. Tom's wife
Second
.110-1b. can best lard ____
$4.95
Hungarian- -Rhapsody,
fteeesSional.
The cast of the senior play, "Mato serve an Egyptian dinner
Crisco. 3-lb. can 96e, 1-111. can 20c
ma's Baby Boy," to be presented tries
Talent Night
1/ ///
///,./ //
/ / / // I// /
with, a new cook at the bat and
Get blanks here for a nice contest
Saturday night, is as follows:
Monday ..blight, May 5
hang of complication. The whole
' by writing 4 .to 6 words!
Mrs. Shephard McLean, a young
Introduction of Seniors, Karnell
thing is unscrambled after an
- 1 bar Palmolive Soap tree with
Htitchens, presiding.
widow. Anna Barber; 4hephard evening of trouble for them, but,
lee
package Supersuds
'SHOES
WILL PAY DELIVERED
"The American Citadel", Thomas McLeart," her son. Fred Broach;
lie
mirth to gal.
•
'Sweetheart soap, 4 bars
Luther Long,. a widower. Vernon
Lee Armstrong.
Odettes strike a new note for
Friday and Saturday
.
Characters:
Seed beans and B-Beana.
Solo, "Lord, 1 Wanna Be", Bark- Riley; Juliet Long, his daughter,
foot freedom . gay, youthful
Qt. jar Marco mustard,
April 25 and 26, For
Elaine Denker, siva A:ern
—Bran- styles in harmony with t he
to Jones.
LaVerne Edwards; Mrs. Matilda
Qt. Temple Garden Salad ans.
Linn;
Angelo
Eloise,
...Ruth
don;
Heavy Hena
.Play "Barkley- Jr KarritaiT.n, ,Mrs. MaLaains- mother.
spirit of Spring. Shown is ,but
c.rden Salad Dramsligr-1.•
Leghorn Hens
"School Days", Virginia belay Brownie Parker; Wilbur Warren, Mills, Odelle Boggess; Jerry Smith.
one of an exciting collection.
22e
quart jar
LoTom
Denker,
Aaron
Burkeen;
Roosters
and
pal,
Joe
Ed
West
Side Square Phone 1011-W
Merritt
Shepherd's
young
•
• 1/11'
Marine.
Tuckaboe peaches. 2% size can 10c
"When Doc Meets Doe" BiBle I Sledd; Sylvia Kline,. Wilbur's girl man Nelson; Bob Mills. Dale Pargres
15( Highest Marked.-.
Yellow eldest sets. gallon
Those
Wilkins; Robert Lee IC.elly, Kugepe friend, Anna Faye Adams; Mrs. rish; Alfonse, Joe Rob Beale; Mrs.
60c
5-1h jag extracted honey
Jones.
•
Carlottta Anglin;- a society lady. Reese, Alice KOJI, Lila McIntyre;
• • MEAT
• a
MOO STORM
MARKET
• "Who's That,- Knockitf at My . Neva Sanders; Cynthia Anglin, her Virginia Cleaver; William Denker;
Fork chops, Sausage. Hamburger.
Murray
flirlal
III Uwe
young daughter, Giemmie Young- Robert Herndon; Ring Dixon, AtS. 13th St.
tender Beef, dresseciefryers
Phone 441 D0or." boys' quartet,
"Staab' Through," Merritt Ma- blood; Max Moore, a real estate lett Jones; Liz Dixon, Hilda Priteis•
.
Want To Buy Home Grown
Phone 186-W
, rine.'
agent, Alton Cain; Minnie. a young mt.
Cabbage Plants

$0-GliADUATES

55

39c
IX NI
C

KER
24!cker
Day
i3-W.
Sales
tf

and
!ones
clean
eads,
lc

this
' the
n, of
two
?desCOTTinies.

bonelots
Ingle
day.
•e. tfc
most
iono•Fain
lc

Swann's Grocery

thorwing
cUon
atur-

Look Farmers Look!

So.
CiroM15p

- not
Calplanwife
•
I
howrnt•rt
1p

BOGGESS

0]:=0==0=i0r..

0riab..

U
o

•-•

ADAMS
vionsio_i4

PRO_•co•

TOPMOST CANNED GOODS

0=10=10=10

0=i0

-APiQUIT BEEF

MOO Food Market

'0

HEINZ
KETCHUP

19c

Large-size

•

25c

-BABY-FOOD ---2-!1-rh::-Qcss
Monarch
Package
EGG NOODLES

54c
SUGAR, 10-lbs. pure cane
12c
COFFEE, fresh shipment, pound
25c
NAPKINS, asst. colors, 3 packages
'BEANS, Great Northern, 10 pounds
—CORN FLAKES, 3 large boxes
15c
CORN or TOMATOES, 2 cans
MATCHES, 2 boxes
19r
SALAD DRESSING, quart
PEANUT BUTTER, quart
13c
CRACKERS, 2-pound box ..
25c
SARDINES, 6 boxes
, 15c
PICKLES, sour _or dill, quart
SWEETHEART.TOILET SOAP,_4 rag
! bas..19c

nc
J
1•••••

46 ounces
15c

'TOMATO JUICE
Quart

19c

cons

CC
for
-•%" -La

SALAD DRESSING

•

TOMATOES, No, 2 can, or
CORN, No. 2 can

COFFEE

2

That good Pingdinger 2 lbs.

HOUSE - CLEANING

O

i5c

REMEMBER TOYJ
'
LVE CREAM

NEEDS

23c

n WATER MOPS

Turnip greens, spinach, pork- & benne,
green beans, or kraut 3 cans

'
S PLACE
TO PAUL

281e

••
AT TOLL4le & CARSON'S
Wedniiis.day, Saturday & 4th Monday
••
AT c.

23c

RINSO

o OXYDOL

' 23c
TIN BUCKET
OHNSON WAX S4b. 39c Lb. 59c
Pt. 59c
Qt. 98c
sier
i
Ft
l
GLO-COAT A

PAUL
'

GARGUS, Manager.

BLACKBERRIES, No. 2 size can
; 10e
7c
SALMON, pink, can
MACKERAL, 4 cans
• **•.c 2Se
100-3
SODA, SALT ar POTTED MEAT,3 fee
MERRY WAR LYE.3 tans
•1••_•,A .• • 2sc •
A.:A
flavors, hex
JELLO,
tic
26i
the it* cere4-2-beilse asel prime
IL'
Putnam FADELE33 11YES, all Odors, 3 pkces 2/5c
10c
JACK & JILL BLEACH, quart •
•

.
igaggi
,.111,0,UR,7
20ga bhaitge

o LIQUID WAX
11 DUST MOPS

a

zit and

49,

- HEY

-mmucrr

wit WANT TO

SEE

-MECHANICAL

quality, each
MUSTARD, quart
TUB WITH BAIL, each.
EVAPORATED PEACHES, good
PRUNES, 2 pounds

UV'

Canadian bacon,
meats..,
Cold

MEATS
— Alive

QUALITY

HENS

SWEETHEART
-TOILET SOAP

• __

—

SHERIFF'S SALE

-

of Una for Delinquent State, County, and
School Taxes
•

delinquent state, county, and school
of the following named persons on
April 2R, --1941,•same b-eing Fourth Monday, at the Court
House door between the hours of one and four o'clock
• ,I
1 propeRy Mitecibillow is described the same is
in the official listing in the Calloway County's Tax Cqmmissioners books, and a more complete description of the
land and lots may be found in the office of the County
Court Clerk of CaJlpWay County.
Amounts _,
40._taxes_shown
below do
_ ..
- not011I will sell for
328, the property

-

•

riff
P7altisirrristv.-advt.
TOX, Shretisu

,

,•

•

CITY

Calloway

county.

OF MURRAY"
TN
ax
ono
f
iu

14.M
307
400
3
30
177
9 5690
West
iM
bbra.
s. M
C.'
a
V. Ki
nerklabll,lnElli
bile""on
t liVe
h
571
Harry Patterson, 1 lot on East Maple
•
773
Robert Washam. 1 lot on North 4th St.
COLORED, CITY OF, MUEFAIr
12.14
837
Columbus Blanton, 1 1st tind and Spruce St.
872
3.10
Modena Gammon. 1 lot New Addition
877
1.84
Vernon Gilbert. 1 lot New 'Addition
097
2.46Wayne Hughes, 1 lot Spruce St.
923
5.57
Quitman Marvel, 1 lot New Addition
937
3.72
Lizzie . McClean, I lot New Addition
944
10.92
Andrew Patton, 1 lot New Addition_
.•
•
955
14.62
E. A. Rowlett, 1 lot Spruce St.
966
15.87
John and James Singleton, 1 lot New Addition
971
12.16
Uriah Smith. 1 lot New Addition
973
123
J.
'Stubbli1d 1 lofilWita Addition
567 _
990
Berry WIllie, 1 lot New Addition
-*EST MURRAY
1488
1232
Earnest Jackson. 1 lot State Road
1251
30.20
N. W Kemp, 1 lot Stubblefield Add.
1317
272 95 •
L. E. Owen
1510
4.22
Noah Crouse (col.), *Warms
FAST MURRAY
_
1844
.6:88
T. L. Stubblefield (ed.). 65 acres
CONCORD
1923
9.111
Wesley Cook, 60 acrid by.0110 uesas sane
.-*
Mark Elkins. 7 acres -;-•
....17-2-••••
•
- --• .
H. B. Meet:Wail, I a- :er•Wilkne:2170 -.a: 8.03
Moore Heirs. 86 acres by Leis Chad-44W.'
518
2425 Ray Wright, 68 acres by S. A. Douglita'
-LIBERTY
4 32
2539
Charge Cole, 100 acres by Effie Puckett
948
Mrs. Martha Hopkins, 147 acres by W. W. Morris_ .....2730
as
Mrs. E. L. hfohundro, 10 acres by Steve Duncan....--„...2800
13 88
W. W. McDaniel, 17-20-36 acres by- L.I. Lee„..,,.,.,..,.
12 92
Mrs. W. W. Pittman. 75 acres by Tony Boggess, .2903
LLBERTY
15.96
Thomas Terry, 88 acres by H. H. Maupin .
12 94
Henry Turner, 90 acres by E. N. Smith
3088
812
.
J. L. Williams, 15 acres by R. B. Holland
WADESBORO
'
4363
302
Ruin Sizzle, 20 acres by Poile Duncan
767
4430
Delbert Cope, 18 acres Dexter, by C. W. Lancaster_
4585
12 07
C. H. Jackson (deed), 35 acres by Ed Stroud
4767
3.38
Sam_ Scott, 3 acres by Delon Chapman
4788
7.2S 4
Ophal Staples, 43 acres by W.”. A. Brown
4878
SAS ••
Cletie Youngblood_ 411 acres by Clyde Youngblood
CITY OF DEXTER
4898
Mrs. B. V Andrews, 1 lot in Dexter
4958
Howard Thorn, 1 lot in Dexter ...
BRINKLEY
3140
E. S. Burnett, 100 acres by Mrs. Edwards. 3358
Curtis Mohler, 22 acres by Gertie Bedwell
.
SWANN
_5672
-18311
0. L. Cole. 1% acres in Harris Grove
79
J. H. Shankle, 34 acres by StrinIty-butf111
„sat
Christopher Shultz, 20 acres
HAZEL DISTRICT
5276
J. Henry Hutchens. 90 acres by J. W. Simmons
CITY OF HAZEL
if a-ldtner. 1 lot in City of Hazel
PROMISCUOUS
L". M. Gray, 3 acres. Concord Dist,' by Will Morton ___._5&59
_ _5873
R. W. McDaniel, 3214 acres. Liberty
5941
W. H. Finney, 61 acres in Brinkley District
AA .44.40
Mavis Jones, 1 rot in Pool Town
.
t5
!(0
97
121
1424
B. W. McCaslin, 1 lot in City of Murray
6024
Mrs. Bettie Nix, 1 acre,' Coldwater
123
6031
Palmer and Brown, 1 lot in City of Murraron R. R.

•••
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BEAUTY FOR GRADUATION!

quality, lb.. .10c
15c

FRESH COUNTRY EGGS
— FRYERS

—Young HOP graduates need
e tight kind of attentIOn giv- en to their flair. Turagr-Orr

equIpped to give perfect satis-,
faction to any young lady who4-1
wants the right kind of hair
style for graduation.

or Dressed

25e
25c
SAUSAGE, purikpork, 2 pounds
21c
PORK CHOPS,lean and tender, pounds .
25c
• PORK LIVER, 2 pounds
13c
.
STEW MEAT, baby beef, pound
PORK SHOULDERS, whole or half, pound...14c

.phini• so. for

appeiatsionti-

.;•

ds
110L0GliA,
- 2-polia

BUY YOUR HAMS AND EGGS

TOLLEY & CAR_
•

25c
10c
35c

BUT ALMOST REALI-

It's Presented Bp:112he-Mahere-Of. ••___
..•
•

•

65c

MEAT DEPARTMENT

roasts from Banquet beef

--veal, pork, coop4pd_Layers,
I

Loaf, Red Beauty or
................
-

BROOMS, good

15

BROOMS—
Choice ctita.,of steaks and

Phone 12

inapt-Delivery

Phil and Pat Crawford left Wed- Hospital where she is gravely ill, ,
nesday for Camden, Ark., having was reported slightly improved
been called there by the serious
Mrs. Cook
illness of Mrs. Crawford's mother, Wednesday evening.
Mrs. D. L. Gaughn. According to makes her home with her daugha message' received
here this ter, Mrs. E. J. Beale and Mrs.
iThursday) morning, Mrs. Gaughn Beale.
succumber at about 9:00,p. m. Mrs. " Mr. and Mrs. Bark Cochran%
Crawford had been at the bed- and sons, Bobby Gene and Jimmie
side of her mother for the past Dale, Mr. and Mrs. Harry Key and
few days.
son, Gerry Palmer. visited in PaMrs. W. H. Mason,
ducah over the week-end with Mr.
Mason,
Miss
MargaMiss Patricia
and Mrs. Joe Rowlett and, also
ret Graves and Mrs. R M. Mason Frank Cochrum.
were in Nashville Tuesday evenDr. and Mrs. Hugh MeElrath
ing to hear a concert by Lily will attend a Rotary meeting of
districts No. 161 and No. 162 which
-11fifis. T. P. Cook.
will be held in Lexington Monday
wIto
* patient at the Mason and Tuesday. April 28-29.

---PHONE 44 It
FOODS
,==k01=VV=I0=101===4:1=416=10=0

ARMOUR'S BRANDED BEEF
PAY HIGHEST MARKET PRICES FOR EGGS!

•
Miss Madaline Sims is now associated with TurnerOrr. Come in and let her experience serve you.
•

TURNER4RR BEAUTY SHOP

•
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1 the North Fork vicinity -spent
a week'in j
) at Thursday night 'with Mrs. PesClear Creek
aro; Lanrenre-presenea a very rheas parent* Mr.. and Mrs. Hungood sermon to a large crowd ter Wilkerson and suiter..Miaz Mars
Sunday ., morning. His topic was gm Wilkerson.
HAZEL-Funeral and liurial sort.
Mr. Lad Mrs. Male Wallas and ters were held Mohilay afternoon
'King's Business Requires
"The
Luly RIO•Mirtne Who.SecendIn
Sunday
were
Murray
t
claildren rif
1:30 o'clock at the Raze' Metho(faith* 4t O enstioro in Speech Riite."" 'lle 'reed a portioik Qt- OW I
t ChUrch for Miss Aitrue Over-' guests of their mother, Mrs. Sue
12th chapter of Luke. - '.- Last Week-end
ifrt
and
&ad
•
Crews.
and
Mr.
-who _died Sunday afternoon
FnJane
-----ses. menet p'
at 2:30 o'clock at her home in- Baal
!Olin Winchester and children.
SINKING SPRING-Miss Laity preached a -good sermon Sunday
A , Miss Angie Mary MeNatt was Hazel following a long illness cti
*no Illseine.• gave the talk Suh- night after Training Union.
compliaitions.
large number of people was "tares- the week-end guest of her parMiss Annie was 71 years of age,
'day night which she won second ent- to hear him. The Kentucky ents, Mr. and Mrs. Richard 'McTraining
place . in the Baptist,
and was a member of the Hazel
! Nutt.
Quartet sang several numbers.
ConSpeaker
s
Seniors'
• Union
Methodist Chtirch. She was re fine
now stay- Christian
woman.
test-rat the stager meeting ar Owen,. - Km Sank arnallsocasna. who I Mrs. Gills Winelear is
Mrs. Orbora. We feel highly honored to has been staying with MrS. Vick ; ing with her daughter.
She is survived by one sister, Miss
near
of
family
1
field
Byrd
and
for
the
Miller
past
several
days.
have bees -represented is this
Joe Overcast, and one brother.
Lynn Grove.
,
', meeting and extend congratula- returlied to her home Friday.
Tobe Overcast, and a niece. Mrs.
Louissille
11108.-1-Clawin Tapp _of
Sha v,ill
Mr. and Mrs. Cratic Paschall of
:Miss Marine
-ft tions
Etna Lamb Jones. of Paris, and
her
week
with
part
of
last
spent
who, they rearChester Rohso_ii
t.4
•
MrS.._a_
!Nice
-s
• Funeral
Mrs. Lana Mebides was'fhE Stu
servicelwereee conducted
day , guest ,ot beg brother. Jabs by her pastor. Rev. C.
R. Moore,
Outland and Mrs. -Outland and atand the pallbearers were Osear
tended church services here.
Turnbow, Cad Overcast, Punch
Epson Myers of Akron, 0.. spent Allbritttn../1 A. Wilson and. S. S.
the week-end_ with his earenta. Herndon. Burial wee -in . the City
Mc. and Mrs. Gary Myers. Mr. Cemetery.
Myers returned home with his son
where he expects tii-Brid employInent
Mr. and Airs. J. S. Illeardes and
Mr and -Mrs. C. M. Trevathan and
•
childten7 EugeneTolkian and Myrna
.
_
R
A
P
r Ark., spent Easter
Lou of,Recto,
Sunday with - Mr. and Mrs. Olin
Winstead 'and chirditia .Jettye Jo.
Shirley mkt
An
Route 3-=The people
ingerest.to.tbeii many friends was this community are rejoicing since
that of Miss Edna' Wellvilind Ed- they had a nice rain this week.
gar Purdorn Parks.' Mr. Parks
Mrs.. Menser nimbi left Easter
.
parks
i s ffle a
tir.7mv
.man"
sontag- laisTaat
an
yyl,d'airrse
.turned
Dave Sunday for St. Louis where she-Vic VIL.W
Miss
-that
Mins
°Irene
Orr
has returned
• St. Loins:
where she had tome
for a few weeks' visit from
v*teci - with her uncle and aunt. her work in
Mayfield. Mr.• end Mrs. Earle 'Taylor; and
Miss Leans Fairria returned to
keeTitirits Mrs: 'Leila Amer-sand
home near Hazel after visiting
Mr,- awl Mrs. -Ltemird Pandialk in Mayfield with relatives.
Wien you come to Lounvtlle, the one place you dost
W. Ceolty were
, and
Mrs. • Reed
Brandon.
Mr. and Mrs.
Hazel tee
Ellis Hayes. Billy in the home of Misset Connie and
ism_ to truss is the famous Oluegrass !tonna at the
Paschill.
-Jite
-Milton:and Rachel. Be-Ulan Lamb Sunday.
'
Brandon-xlid_lar,_"_14iu mrs_
Carl Fairris and Keil. Fairrls
Furchess' and Harry.and Maribeth were in Hazel Safarday afternoon.
Here yenlinikeregriping yaw hetet Amines foe the
Bro. Henry Franklin Pawns!'
were Sunday afternoon visitors of
filled his appointment at North
Mr and Ms. Tom Wilkerson.
tince4-yout'life. "Woatei
dream above! ,
Miss GrsiftEL Mho's and Rubin Fork Church Saturday and Sun.hlusic
.
that sanely won't lit you sit se! And Inn
James were united in marriage day.
rod* wonderful door shows sightly!
Mr. ilartillini.-Assalis--Bleensi are
Stualky afternoon by Bro. Cloys
cU--turW.er
atteridants were the
Miss- Ivanell Wilkerson and Albert has been named Than.
this (it's howen, too!) beat 'little as two or three
Mr. and Mrs. G. W. Moore were
Hughes.
dollars per ampler& ewes dig IKuegra.ss goom •
Bra, and
Clod Lawrence In Murray' Saturday on business.
"must" on your nat vtan Losionlel
Mr.- and Mrs. Reify On were
and children. Doaaid end Eulala.
were Sunday dinner guests of Mr, in Hazel Saturday.
Brace-Swann and Mrs. Stella Fur- i
ches

isiAnnie Overcast HAZEL LOCALS Hazel Sunbeam Band Hazel Cemetery
=Buriefil Monciay
Meets Tuesday
Is Cleaved Up

COUNTY GIRL - Pe
PLACES IN BTU

Mr. sad Mrs. Jaragg Wilson had
HAZEL-The Sunbeam Band met
as their dinner guests Wednesday
Misses Lucile Wynn, Gurthal M311. Tuesday afternoon at the church
Armstrong and Edith Paschall. The at .4 o'clook and.„tteld the monthly
occasion was in honor of Miss Pas- program.
The meeting - was opened with
chall who was planning to leave
prayer by the counselor: song,
for Detroit soon.
"Praise Him"; Scripture reading,
Mr. and Mrs. Seek Hoboes and Luke 2:40-49, and prayec, Mrs. H.
bay. Nancy Jones, of Mayfield, I. Neely; song, "Tell Me the Story
are in Hazel this week as ,the of Jesus"; Haw to Be Beautiful,
guestsN,of Mrs. Holmes' parents, Bonnie R. West; Dalnel, Who Was
Mr. an Mrs. Charlie Armstrong True, Billie June Jones:- Dan of
and family'
the Mountains, Ida Jane West; Be.'has gone to Detroit ing a Sunbeam, Ann Wynne.
Dud Wynne
in search of emPioyment.
A' rarrt business meeting was
Miss Baby Blakiey, T.Vs. Paul held. -, -Manatee were reed. Fallowing
Dailey were in Murray Monday
the roll eall, an offering was taken.
afternoon shopping.
Mr. and Mrs. Earl Dann and Closing son. "Ift the Garden"' closdaughter. Barbara Lue, of Jeffer- ing prayer, Volene Clayton.
son, Ind., spent the week-end in
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Gipson this
Hazel visiting relatives.
- ‘_ ,'
Mi. Lou Skradec has returned weeks
Putnam of
home from a visit. with her sister
Bowling Ghsen, Ky... spent a• few
in Missouri.
days last week-,tvith Dr. and Mrs.
Dr. "Joseph Killer of Louisville
--117. -Miller, Nasal.. and Prof.
Haig'
the weelt411,
and Mrs. L. R. Pulliam of Mwthe guest of his parents,. br. and
Mrs. K. W. Miller.
•
K Marshall was in Murray
Mr. and Mrs. Deb Dray motored Monday on business.
Plitts-SuladaY allefogion to
John Moliwsis of Huntingdon,
'relatives,
W. Va., was in Hazel Tuesday
T. IL Stredeg is confined to his morning on business.
11
9 fan
ettteu
bed St his home,nortliiiir :
t H. Upton of Murray State
t
,ge -was in Hazel Tuesday to
better a this writing.
visit friends.
Mrs. 0. D. Turabow and
Misses Gwen Defile - imd Anne
son. 0...B. Jr., spent Thursday and Littleton were
Murrajr"- -visitors
Friday in
hit es the _.guesta
aft.rinrae
son
and
.
brother;
Of the
ttrearel "of -niiti--12urattending
.--T4B1411., WAS..the /Utast of-hoy
li-ge there.
cousin. Mrs. Lela Wilson.
Mrs. D. N. White was in Merit
ednesday.
ph44..,Zenn., a few days last week
Mrs. Ina Stesbitt visited in - weet;
as the .guist At her sister, • Mrs. plgs las week. and attended serS. S. Oarreit -vices at Union Avenue Church of
Jannis Marelsidi • Overtast spent Christ ,which were conducted by
days
ses-eral
last week near May- N.
Hardeman. She aloa atfield -as the guest of Mr. and Mrs. tended :4 reunion of former stuJ. H. Hodge and family,
dents of Preed-Hordernan College
Eld. Aires Doran Iilld his reg- while Mere.ular- appointment at the Church of
Mrs. Dii-AAins- and Min
Christ here Sqnday at -,11 o'clock Julia Frances Curd motored to
anti in the evening at 7 o'clock.
Benton Wednesday afternoon to
Jots Wilms of the, New Provi- visit Miss Corine Nelson, who is
community
is
dence
quite siek at seriously ill at her home 'In
this writing.
• neassit..
,-Jansni--Wileiss-and -Gov-111011-1labarillearit-itz&-tenterter;
were Paducah visitors a few hours Mrs. Joe Jonas, and children were
Sunday afteon.
in Murray Tuesday on business. .
W. H. Miller-and
Mr. and Mrs. T. S. Herron spent
son, Cyrus .and Chesley Scruggs Sunday.. In Treaevant. Tenn., as
were in Pedueith Firday on busiShil_Alietton
_ENO
$
ness.
Audrey
Oliver
spent
last
Mies
Mrs Claud Anderson, who has
week-end with Mr. and Mrs. Bill been sick for several weeks, is
is
Jones,
.
able to be out again.
Dwight 5074.IvP1c)
working' Fla2e1
spent the week-end
Mrs. Joe Littleton and daughJake Mayer, who was on the
4
.sith kAs familyter, Lurline, of
Puryear. were sick list last week ,is 'able to be
.
----Scout
Supylay -guestf of Mr. and Mrs. 2. out 'again.
Mr
Mr. and Mrs. Alibis 11111.118. Mrs.
E. Latielton.
Dr. and Mrs.,Andrew Mayer of
if_ McLeod and A. H Jr, and
Mrs. Sallie 81. Jobs of Murray Mayfield were in Rawl last Sun11.112EL-Paul Sudlow, field eitClaud ana /Os Le _Waxen
ec4 a f 1taYs
.visitett.Mr. and )drs. B. D. pielt riag_afternoon to..4i11$7,Adr. and
[Nits
,lialgie
v •
_
_
•_
last(wsek-efict.
and effect
Mrs. Jake Mayer.
anel Meth Ciotti Broom
s Seoqt organization et Inio plow
• Kn. Jewel Brigio Parbem,..4
Paid Dailey ts Scoutmaster arid Lass St Louis is tn. Hazel as litie
'
°
-1 the-sponsors are
Turtmow„ W. guest of her parents, Mr. and
Kelly. Lowri
.
e Mains and K.L Ben White of North Hazel.
Mass &Nue Swann of Lynn
Neely.
The organization starts
Grove was in - Hazel Wednesday
..with about 20 members.
night as the .guest of Miss Celia
Mrs. Rade' Coje left Sunday far Miller.
David St. John and J. M. Platt
a ..few weeke„.,vistt in Detroit,
ing
rektives
and left Monday tor Pdarcnfield. Calif..
where they, will be stationed with
, Minds.
•.
ISr.,and W. Jewel Pamitall of the air corps training unit.
Mr. and Mrs. Galen Biandess and
l. Louis. Mo.. were -week-cod
Swats of their parents. Mr. and son. Jimmie, of Paris, Tenn_ were
Mrs. A/1m Paschall and Mr. and here Sunday as the guests of itrv.
Brandon's parents, Mr. and Mrs.
Mit.-Clayton Orr.
J. E. Patterson.
Mrs.- Bradburn Hale of Mural;
has bow a recent guest of J
-
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HAROLD E. HAkT
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CEDAR KNOB
HAS CALLERS

HAZEL-Thursday of last week
about 75 people of the Hazel comCEDAR. KNOB-- Burnie. Wisemunity met at the Hazel Cemetery hart and Aylon McClure were
and cleaned off the grounds belong- business callers in Hazel Moning to this .busying ground.
day evening.
The land on which this cemetery
Mrs. Wave Osisren and daughMary
Burford and
Is located was donated to the com- ters, Hazel
munity in 1858 for church and Mitchell attended the Bible class
burial grounds. This occurred about at Mrs. Johnnie Simmons Wednes32 years before the P. T. & A. rail- day afternoon.
road was built through CallowaY
Batten Lewis' spent Thursday
County and the town of Hazel set and Thursday night at Hopkinsup.
Oren. Jim and Johtutie Simmons
This section was then sparsely
settled and the membership of the were in Hazel Saturday,
church small, and but few people
Clay McClure. Pete Wisehart.
were buried there until the coming Misses Frances and Bobby Grubbs
of the railroad and the establish- and Miss Velda Mae Hutson were
ment of the town of Hazel.
in Murray Saturday afternoon.
Mrs. Pauline Gipson is spending
Soon after this event the church,
was reorganized. A neat frame a few days by the bedside of
church building was erected and Mrs. Nora Wilson who is very ilL
Mr. and Mrs. Bill Simmons and
occupied by the Missionary Baptist
Church, according to the will of Jerry Simmons of St. Louis, Mo..
the donors, and practically all the Were the week-end guests Or Set. - •
Hazel people began burying their *byes near New Providence.
failed hi !Midi
deadat_this place.
_
,
r
Three years ago this church aban- appointment it Macedania Ch=
numblrig.-Kentueky. _
doned this ground, letting it all revert to cemetery grounds, and die
congregation built a nice brick
Lab, D. _N, white, W. C. Osburn.
building up-town in Hared.-Charley Clayton is keeper of the Durnas Clsnion, H. I. 'Neely, 011ie
feraistery and keens it in neat con- Mayer, Walter Underwood.
diticin.
Ed Lamb, Dumas Clanton and H.
Cart'nt-toe- upkeep-is guaranteed
Neely--ere the-directors and D. N.
by the followtsg Hazel citizens and White is treasurer. Anyone who dethey receive 4oiaations from people sires to have a part 41 carrying on
who have friends_ and relatives this work can send a donation to
therel_laLiirrtbona_ _Ed any pL the_ sponsocit-.—_

"--"°""""'

aches are Ideal Gifts!

PLUMBING
SUPPLIES

BULOVA, WESTFIELD
ELGIN AND HAMILTON

yttiLhaye a Graduation
gift to tuy,—notbing

Westfield
Watches

be more fully appreciatea—
as icrw. ai
than a Watelt-4:
a sparkling coletin.•
..
priced to suit a—v,e14,704:91!,,k.. $995
... every taste!
-

‘`

•

BUILDING

& FA

M

Wranytoo:
:•
At. &Basle & Son
,Est.. 1897 Murray, Ky.

Regardless of whether or not yOu're hard or easy
to_fit, be sure to attend my Spring skowing of Ka4a
Fine Suitingi Made-to-Order at

cORMUSTIN COMP
In Murray • Friday and Saliiidai_

APRIL 25th and 26th
I'll have hundreds of new yard-leiagth samples big
enough to give you a perfect idea of their good
looks. And I will measure you personally and -in-

sure perfection in every detail. Moderate Prices.
—W. D. MORGAN:

bag

s Pretty,
know!

wearable gifts for every graduate-you
Smart, youthful, stieh -exciting values

you'll treat yourself, too!

Costume
Jewelry

•
Dainty
UNDIES
She will
simply
love these
"pretties"
80 dew to
the young
heart!

LOVE1.11f SHEER

lady's
.

• In :ill the,
neN‘
abacies:

Our repudaUon retubillty aniflair dealing
assurance

of

proper treatment. Beau-

RINGS

tiful granite monuments..

- Make Ideal Gifts,- Tee!

kt :markers lire:" 114.
'expepsive — just fairly.,

---Rriced.$3.50
Diathondi, Birthstones, Cameos,
- and Signet Rings. --

priced — a n

4 they're _

al1/1 satisfactory-In ivery`
Way. We strive to give
satisfaction and to fit
perfectly our customerir
X41 shes in .even the'
smallest details. ti-fri t
our phowrooin and
.get'
actitpainted

FORMAT.3...

Necklaces --'Bracelets

*here is there a Miss so rare

star 01711 SELECTION-,..
. •THE JEWELER

..completo_selectinn jsf stories
. . .- marble gal*. and'
--merits ad markers, In dozft* Of ,bestatitul designs. We
alsePtaire stone to order,

SCHO
rusts
to nil
to.Sim
even' 1
cozen

Tailoring• Event

Purbse

HOSE

eat
mayis

-

Ceti
Scout Trwp

Denham returned home
Sunday from a month's visit in
Memphis With his daughter, M.
Sam Garrett. and Mr. Garrett.
O. B. Turnbow and H. I. Neely
left Tuesday for Paducah to atthe bi-annual meeting of
the Kentucky Jurisdictiran cda the
Woodmen . of the World.
Mrs. J. R. White and son left
Monday fur Jeffersonville" Ind.,
to join her husband who is employed in the powder plant there.
NM Ryes Hughes and his secretary, Miss Mary Lou 'Gibbs of
Murray. were • in frazel Monday
afternoon on _business.
Atidry Slink-les and Bob Turnbow were Murray visitors Thursday night...
Mrs. Ewing Gipson and daughter, Sally
, Anne. -of Whiteaville
Tenn.. are
i lithe home of

Rev
Super
preacl
hour,
forwa
him.'
and t
at 101
At 1
the yl
goes
ship s
Posta!
liver.I
the

Men—you will pkdit to,ette•ding this

cra

•'sr

MEI

*NO hasn't
these? ...

dreamed of one of

wid
SIC
Wei
has
seal
of Ii
win

. Wsi
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kin,
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THURSDAY, APRIL 24, 1941 -

Come To .

CHURCH-- •
METHODIST CHUROD NOTES
-

0
i••

•

of

Sunday, April 27, 1941
Rev. C. N. Jolley, our Distriet
Superintendent, will be with us to
preach at the morning worship
hour. and many of our people look
forward with pleasure to hearing
him. The Sunday School is at 9:30
and the morning worship service
at 10:50 o'clock.
At the evening hour, 7:30 o'clock,
the young people of our two leagues will have charge of the worship service in the absence of the
pastor, who has been invited to deliver the Baccalaureate se
tli:
t
r
..,..for
n
the A11510 High School
-eat
•fielp ffiesP9INng peo
- The attention of ail our citizens
is called to the fact that Sunday,
May 4, is GO-T0-SUNDAY.
SCHOOL - SUNDAY in our great
state and we want to do our part
to make the day a success. Come
to Sunday School as. a good citisen.
,..•en if you are not a member of

• - ..*6

the church.
We jegh with the other churches
of Murray in extending a coral
welcome te the man fine famtliee
now moving- to Murray. We hope
you will like our town well enough
to stay with us perrnanently, and
you will like it better if you can
and will find a church home in
one of our good churches.
Our.shildren and young people
meet each Sunday evening at. 6:30
o'clock, and your boys and girls
might find in these meetings opportunities for development that
might mean much in future years.
We bid you welcome to all our
•-- services.
Mack Jenkins, Pastor.

Murray Circuit -I
H. L. Lax, Pastor
W • rip setvIce
at Sulphur
at .9:45
(Please let us
ma e it 9:46); at New Hope at
11.10, and at Martin's Chapel at
7:30 p m.
Young People meet at Lynn
Grove at 7 p. in. Bible study each
Wednesday at 7:30 p. in.
Cihourach in.
-tiebmsel-M -each church
at
'
4.1116.111101111Y.M=0,....•••••

FIRST

BAPIIIST

CHURCH

The. church will charm. the
Lor44 Supper at the morningJiour.
This very tender, sawed, far-reaching service should
'
, tenderly call
every member to. be present with
many others unless providentially
hindered. In observing this Supper we keep the command of our
risen Lord who shall return again,
Wlao_ said "For as often as ye eat
this bread, and drink this cup, ye
du shew the Lord's death until He
come."
Pastor Autrey of the First Baptist Church at Fulton will bring
the evening message, the occasion
being the annual installation of B.
S. U. officers. After the sermon
there will be a public installation
of all the above officers; this service will afford all present to become better acquainted with the
far reaching work being done by
the Baptist Students Union in connection with Murray State College, under the direction of J.
Chester Durham, the Student Secretary.
The church seliiiiivirlilumeet at
0:30 with classes and teaehers for
all ages, beginning with the Cradle

is

NEVER DEM as

1.
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Roll Class. Every department' or
the school enjoys • helpful opening service, aftet which all teachers and •classes repair to their respective rooms for the study of
the Bible lesson for the day in
separate rooms. Faithltil, Bibleloving, competent officers and
teachers serve throughout the entire school.
Training Union,:with Unions for
all ages beginning with the Story
Telling _HpAr meets every L.ord`g
Day evening at 615, with wellarranged Bible lessons throughout.
This is the training department of
the church wherein the members
are trained for better living and
serving at home and abroad.
Faithful and deeply interested officers and helpers lead this important work.
REMEMBER
THE
REVIVAL
MEETING. BEGINNING JUNE 15
ITNTINULING THROUGH JUNE
THE 29, THE LORD WILLING.
The church and pastor cordially
invite every one to worship here
whenever it is possible to do so.
Sam P. Martin, Pastor

bads Big Nash Sedan you get up to 30 Miks to
the Callon .. the Widest Seats..The Smoothest
Me and Easiest Hari* a Car can eye you!

•

_

big imaky Nail givesAped
Nash cap you get a Weather.
drivers 1,1,0,30 miler at dike.
Eye Conditioned Air System .
with overall savings
7E10
VSedan Sleeper'llied for toutillta
5100's year!
log. . the safety of a unitized Went the Roomiest
? Nags body-welded-to-frame.
•
has the most seating room. Front'`‘
seat's nearly five feet wide! Lots
aWkructs Lew sit
of head-room!Sweeping picture • (n.'-eivaan maws.
a•aelito sap
wi ndows!
PTKCS 06111110 at sacinclude
. Want the Smoothest Ride?Nash
rrit anti
kuiud fss;r1
alone has cell springing es a//
(
AMAMI wheels for the smoothest
UM Wail Dna.
taw Sedan Sleeves
aid immlicr Guards are II.5IOaI maw.
kind of ride any car can give ycs

i

41ASH

Phone 373 \.."

PEOPLES SAVING'S 1111111111L,
eitOuc

-

• _ s
rj
.•s•b'ver°

CJAMPI:OF BUSIM11;103„
21.'141
r

LIABILITIES
:_ t
$553,806.94

4

FRIGIDAIRE COLD-WALL
—an entirely different
kind of refrigerator

of the merchandise se
levied or the amount of
service rendered, the
same thoughtful care
Old attention is given.

The chilling coils ere in the walls. You don't
have to cover foods. Foods retain vitamins
-freshness, flavor, moisture for days longer.
Distinctive cabinet styling. New Facts Label
tells" you -what you get before you buyl
Over 40 wonderful features!
T

LOWEST
PRICE
EVER! .

_

,
•,•••••••-t,

EASY TERMS
Owe 100,000 fentiftes
Fine* COLDAV4LL in 79440'

screw.

40,000.06
10,000.00
-1,980.15

"KENTUCKY'
- 'HOTEL

-

NEW DE LUXE ELECTRIC RANGE
-With new slid eseTuaThrs Rad Metubes-They cook.
falter than ever before! Ultra-modern eabbiet styling.
with fluorescent cooking top lamp- Packed with
filature after•issfure of highest 'quality l Ves-pnce is

AS LOW AS EVER!
Yo can't lose by buying nowt
Buy
IGIDAIRE and save!
1141 111100el

Louisville's -Newest and Up-to-Date in All
Appointments and Most
Reasonable Rates
Write TURNER

MIM,M,

ROTH OUTSTANDING NEW 1941 VALUES—SEE THEM

Johnsin Fain Appliance Co.

Manager

for Reservations

N

.

.

Phone 56
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'1'. fL STOCK President-'
R. ft. FALWELL, Vice President
L. D. OVITLAND, Vice President
C. H./ONES. Chairman of Etoitd
.
W. G. MILLER. Cashier
,IERS. VERA ROGERS. Bookkeeper
- -AIRS-GRADY MILLER, Bookkeeper
•
SISS ILA GRAVE LINN. Stenographer
MRS. LAURINE 0. DORAN. Bookkeeper
•L--- MISS ,CLARA NELLE CUNNINGHAM,
StencTitrapher
•s•

„

••••

THE BEST TRADITIONS OF
THE OLD KENTUCKY.
HOME

orricsasi

T.1
.
4.;. S
.tops:
,
H. T. Waldrop

-

ELECTRIC RANGES

41.̀
•

$605,7-87.09

--DIRECTORS

and

4

are ever observed in the Service, Comfort
and Coutenlince of the

$605,787.09

Fleetwood.Crouch

L•••
• •-

Deposits
Capital .
.
'Surplus
•-•••
Ualdivided Profits

REFRIGERATORS

The cause of. a woman's periodic
suffering from headache. irritability, cramp-like pain, may be funcWe alai to render a
tional dysesetiorrhea due to malnusuperior service comtrition, a condition that is often
plete in every tietall.
belped by CARDUL
,
Principal way CAEbt.T1 helps is
That fact always reby stimulating appetite and the flow
of gastric juices. Thus it may aid mains the sante with as.
digestion; lp build up a woman`a
strength, en'èrgy and nerve-force;
so increase physical resistance to
Sincerely,
periodic disconifoN.
•
It .also helps reducls
,
periodic disJ. H. Churchill
tress for many who tah,it a few.
Funeral Home
days before and during "thethisn•
Your confidence in CARDUI .144-;Telephone 7
vited by its-50•years of pop
Murray. /Cy.
-

•••••

A. Moore
1714-orris
Lynwoiii:4
J. A. Outland'
L. D. Outland

HELLO,

Regardless
of the
lue ...

Will Interest Women

sTkriirr.OF fluc .'c
. ONDMON OF THE

L

.c

•

Way "Build-up" Heipe

•
A: F. Doran
L L. Veale
R. H. Falwell
H. L. Houston
C. _13....lonias

COMMENTS

The farmers have planted thou- .Miss Cleo Duncan, Murray State
HAZEL-The Woman's Society of
sands of acres of corn to 'date, College; Mrs. A. P. Stubblefield,
April 21, 1941. I pleated Goldep Hazel; Miss Annie Lee Crass, Mur- Christian Service helcl,their April
Bantum corn on April 4, also mel- ray; Mrs. Harvey Swift, Route 2. meeting in tne home of Mrs. Helen
leon seeds which germnated ad Murray; Hill Ryan Fort. Henry,
have a "good stand". We have Tenn.; Mrs. J. D Rowlette, Mur- Dick. Mrs. T. S. Herron, the .preige,
dent, called the meeting to orate.
the
best prospects for a fruit ray; Marvin Dulaney, Sedalia;
NORTH PLEASANT GROVE
After the opening song and prayer._
crop since 1931, - ten years ago. Boody Russell, Murray; Mrs. J. D.
Mrs. A. L. Platt gave the devotion,
CHURCH NEWS
rm fearful the tree5 will break Wall, Murray; Mrs. Pat Thompson, discussing
the Stewardship of Teadown this coming summer with Murray.
Rev. C. C. Clemens. pastor
The following patients were dis- ching. Investing Our Heritage for
pondercan
weight
of
peaches,
apChristian Service was given by
Sunday School, 9:45
Glyco
ples and pears like they did 10 missed from the Keys-Houston Mrs. Dumas Clanton and Mrs. Olga
Wells,
Junior
superintendent.
Clinic Hospital during the part two
years
ago.
However,
I'm
going
Freirian. In the business session,
choir, 10:45 a. in.; Church service,
weeks: —
Mrs. Lowry Rains gave a very in11:00 a. in., "The Last Supper", to risk it. Hit or miss!
T. L Smith, Murray; Orvis )E- teresting report of the conference
Well sir, I came in contact with
subject. We will partake of the
Lord's Supper.
Let everyone my old Calloway Times this morn- Reynolds, Murray: Mrs. James R. held in Memphis, Tenn. During the
ing
when daughter had
been Wells and baby, Murray; Mrs. Gro- social hour the hostess served lovemake an effort to be Present.
Sunday afternoon, 2:30, Dexter= housecleaning. It bore the date of ver Parker, Murray; Mrs. R. 0. ly iced refreshments.
Shellman and baby, Hazel; Mrs.Subject: 7,321e coping Messiah". October 7, 1925. Miss Stella .Perry,
Alfred Overby and baby, Murray;
Session
meeunisamat 6:00 p. m. writer of Hazel news.' and Ole Miss Cleo
Duncan, Murray; Mrs. A.
Cbsastian Endeavor. 6:30 p. m., Eagle were telling all they knew P. Stubblefield,
WORLD! I
Hazel; Miss Annie
Lloyd Boyd. leader. Evening - wor- and more (?). The announcement Lee Crass, Murray;
Boody
ship, 7:30, topic: "The Risen of candidates • for county offices Murray; Mrs. J. D. Wall, Russell,
Murray;
were Lee Clark, Rafe Jones, J.
Mr. and Mrs. Willie Byers are
Christ".
et
Mrs. Harvey Swift, Murray.
the parents of a nine-pound baby
pastor will also preach Robertson, Mary Neal, Wade CrawSaturday night at 7:30 p. in. at. ford. Callie Hale, Jim McDaniel, families in Calloway had *le- girl, Jannice Faye, born WednesFIRST CHRISTIAN CHURCH
--Oak Grove at 7;30 p. m., using as J. H. Churchill, Bob Cole. be, phones. Now nine-tenths hive been day, April 16.
sides magistrates., city judge and abolished by the money power.
his subject "The Empty Tomb".
Charles Thompson, Paetor
Mr and Mrs. Pat Thompson are
councilmen.
Then,
too,
the
LouisThe Ladies Missionary Society
Well, we will, you-all must come. the parents of an 8-pound boy,
Sunday ServicesBecause of the absence of the will meet Saturday afternoon at ville "Home. and Farm" was dis
--- —"Ole Eagle". James Tipton_ barn Wednesday:
covered
yellow
with
•.age
and
was
2:30
o'clock
at
the
home of Mrs.
pastor, who is speaking at the
World Fellowship Meet, Hender- Paul Cunningham. We invite all dated July 1. 1915. Alice Darell
son.
there will be no preach- the ladies in this community to of N. C. wanted to exchange Jesse
ing service at this church Sunday. attend. This society Is growing James. "My Father." by Jesse J. R.
for seven yards of gingham. And
Bible School will be held at 9:30 each month.
-when I found she was no more, I
a. in, followed by the observance
For the last three years, and more, I have served the
laid my banjo down and cried.
of the Lord's Supper. Members
people of this community as Mayor, and during that time' Last
Saturday
night,
April
19,
will be dismissed in time to attend
I, and those associatted with me, have pal-neatly uttarapte
see. receisieeta„geod-cain-tiritis
services- if they-so - desire.
:ling and thunder. Cisterns and ed to make all the 'public improvements possible. In this
Christian 'Endeavors will send a
Patients admitted tO the' William ponds were dry and I forgot to. I feel' that we havelideceeded beyond our expectations:
delegation to the World Fellow"put up" the cistern guttter. The
Mason 'Memorial Hospital,
ship at Henderson,.ysidaX
_
eta atreeta-ILLER b
-lights-installed, 012-Lf4e,ir-W. improvements
'
. 'parsonprast1tmthrouil-StIWY.
ADM the
in. trafficeffected, the pollee- and fire _deliar'
Sunday
-and
drunk
-ir-whole
H, Theobold. hfurraY:• Mary
that the usual . 610
havn_been organized, and-the-beginniag•-:of #
'Ann • Wolfson, Murray; met Hal pitches. Oi water.,
not be heirl••
.-te
Laurence_ Paris. Tenn.; 'Mrs. Edgarpublic park and playground has been made. In,addition,
Evening Worship-7:36
Overby, Murray; Florida Perkins, Yeoman"
ble.:atd
'What Can the,
earsentme'
oingilrd
infgernatincone
many other minos_advances in City administration have
le
hr13i
Prayer ServicaraWadaseday.' at Buchanan, Tenn.; Mrs. J. D. Row- ing Buried City at Wickliffe.- Re- been achieved. Yet, notwithstanding these
iMproVements,
7:30 p m. Topic '''ffke- Work of lett. Murray; Sam Robinson. Mur- markably strange. The Yeoman
ray; Mrs. J. E. Vaughn, Benton; Is large print which-1(111161ind anti the expenditure-a funds necessary to Obtain them, .
the Holy Spirit.
James A. White, Hardin; Mrs. T. P. -Ole Eagle".
we have been able to tetite much of the City's existing'
Men's Fellewilp Foram
indebtedness.
The monthly meeting of the Cook, Murray; Miss Lela Craig,
I believe this is a creditable record. HowL.
H.
Pogue
will
_preach
at
Hazel;'Mrs. Gertrude Willoughby.
Fellowship- Forum
will be held Detroit,
.
Mich.. Sam Kelley, Murray; Friendship next -Sunday at 10:45 ever, our program is not complete. asi_believe there are.....
Thursday night at 6:30 o'clock.
R. 0 Kidd, Benton; Miss Cornie P. a. m. arid at Coldwater at 2:30 p. many other improvements that can and should be made,
The Missionary Society will serve Pool,
Memphis, Tenn.; Hogan Un- in. and John H. Brinn at Williams and
particularly.zlesire to see all those that have already
the dinner. A good probram prom- derwood,
Chapel at '10:45 a m, near 'Linn
Reeves, Tenn.
been undertaken brought to-conclusion. In view of these
ised. All men of the church and
Patients dismissed during the Grove, Highway'911:
their friends 'invited.
.
. •
April 28, fourth Monday in Mur- facts I have decided again-to seek re-election as Mayor
past week:
International Convention
Elden. Crandall: .Battle Creek. ray, on swapping ring down by of your city,J make this statement in answer to the many
The International Convention of Mich. Christine Dixon, Golden the county jail house you'll find
inquiries of my friends as to whether or not I shall be a
Christian Churches of Untied Popd, Mary Ann Wolfson. _Murray..
candidate.
-Cedadi w11T - be - iteld J. H Theobold, Jr., Murray; • Mrs. j
siggedpavin legged, sleepy elub4°°L.d.
edhorsei
at St. Louis May 1-7. The Board J. D. Rowlett. Murray; Chas. Neal, and mules. How will you_swap
Naturally1,I do not'tale credit for all of the things
has voted to send the pastor. Other Calvert City; Goebel McClain,
May- and stick to h? Is you made up
church workers are invited to at- field: Baby Lamb, Hazel; C. 1... our mind? Yes-Om.
which have been accomplished. Our town has been favortend and will be received as del.-. Christain. Nashville, Tenn.; Homer
Listen sister, take two yards of ed with the services of members of the Council who have'
gates..
.
Walters, Muskeegan. Mich.; Milton white cloth for a flag and put it been extrem31y conscientious,
painstaking and able in the
Puryear, Tenn.; -Florida On a 10-fOot flag pole and place
Perkins. Buchanan, Tenn.; Mrs. Hal it in the hen yard to keep hawks administration of the City's affairs. They, too, desire to
Laurence, Paris, Tenn.; Mrs. Ella and crews "Shoed -away". Also see the completion of the present comprehensive prgoram
Kennedy. Palmersville, Tenn.; Mrs. drive nail htiles in old tin cans and have also decided to-stand for re-eleetion.,Jim Lee, Murray., t.
W. T. fiL lemma P114.r
and wire up'on flag poles. Prob< kty formal announcement as Candidate for the Dem.
lem solved!.
Cloys Desiema put the finishing ocratic nomination will appear man early issue of this
TITtie. pastor will preach at Unless
third coat of paint on Bee Coch- paper.
••
Ridge. at 11 a. m. The Sunday ay.
ran's . new dwelling house and
-service bea_been
Rust
Cattle,'
reprintedJim
Cods•:-RWt1--Cflbeit--was
use of seol program.
yesterday afternoon 'Di the Book ren's house.. Now anybody would
All our churches VII
_ baset'10 arid Thimble Club. The afternoon siettlir somebody -lives- there.
'the regular hour.
Forty years ago the majority of
was spent informally.
-* pc/itical Achs
Worallip_with up.
The hostess served a salad plate
to Mrs. Jesse Roberts. Mrs. Her- 1.•
man Ross. Mrs. Carroll Lassiter;
Mrs. Hub Dunn, Mrs. Carman Graham. Mrs. Charlie Hale, Mrs.
R. F. Blankensitlii, Pastor
Dewey Jones and Mrs, Lonnie,
Shroat.
Our second 'quarterly conference was a big success last Sun- Mr. and Mrs. Herbert Allbritten,
day at. Mt Hebron. A house full Lexington. Ky., spent the spring
of folks ri,juys-s1 the sermon by vacation visiting friends, add retsour district superintendent and tives of Murray and Lynn Grove. i•
the good dinner. -A fine Cr
Mr. Alibeitten is a graduate sttt--4--7"arentained -for the business sestet"
:. dent. of soil technology,- at the
Universit of Kentucky.
•
• Tilt, Carmel
tharelitehotil next Seeds, -at
10 a. in. •
Preachino•-eervice at rt a.
followed by the Holy Communion.
Coles Campground
Church School at 2 p m.
Preaching service at 3 p. m.
Reed the Classified Columns,

••

tif

Clinic Hospital Notes Hazel Missionary
The following patients were ad- Group Discusses
mitted to the Keys-Houston Clinic
Hospital during the past two weeks: Stewardship

kirksey Circuit

10(3 SAVE MOW EVERY Mill

411.

OLE EAGLE

- GEORGE-HART

t
'OVER 2,000 A WEEK CRANKS
TO KEW NASH!
1 "Our switch to the Nash '600' has been
1.:41, Jusufied. As emitng 24 to 26
1 .
s gallon at speeds of 45 to 60.
l
, Nub is roomier and C•11•1•11 more
On•sea
may to handle."
I
„-Perrier/A
.
ii 'Tour new '600' tops them all from
l Just shout e•Cf7 •nale. I it,eritAta I 5°
i tittles•day at the wheel; and ftusit-ys heel
coil enclaves! makes a erorid of differ_•••CS--1-4•11-11=111/C.COUg 25 MAO to she
ninon and sissies on oil, tires and rein
license Metes. This Naafi air COLI•iiti011ins is erne!"
-E. M. I.. Greed Rapids. Mick.

PARKER BROS. GARA6E

.
RPX.OURCES
Loans and Diaconita ....$260.11201,12
•
14ans and Distowita
. 106,227.89
Insured by F.
R.-Treasury Notes ... 15,800.00
2,000.00'
Furniture' and jixtuféa..
Cash and Sight ZI.chatige_221,933.08

Sunday, April 27, 11041
10 A.M., Church School for all
ages.
11 AM., morning worship.
Sacrament of the Holy CornMuition.
7 P.M., Westminster Fellowship
for college students.
-Rev. Leon A. Harting, Pastor.

Mrs. Gilbert-is ..•
Club .flostest .

NN

'AT TPA

FIRST PRESBYTERIAN CHURCH

Hardin Circuit

FAIFSthecar-and theprice
Want the tattiest Handling?. ` Its aeewki,sdoJcar-with'all
-that are behind the big- Owners say its the easiest cal of Nash's long-life engineering.
-No Nash! in the world to drive and park. Just a pint of gas will prove it's
swing in history
Nee‘r before las a lowest. With Two-way Roller-Steering far ahea.d of the lowest-price
you used to buy! Drive it_tujcw_gitg offesiCycgr_pging-this • Nash grim the weep,
-an the amazing differences that
heat somts-til•tread • iiiiitiT7444xemple:
1udas a nation to Nash!
04
,
!vane Aottese-corni
_-_aaro
iirsairdirmost rcomonv

Qfjyb.ir_rNG
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TO THE VOTERS OF THE
CITY OF MURRAYL--„--
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In Memory

HAZEL HELPS

-

SCREENS

AND

DOCIAS-...

Standard Sizes Or
Made To Measure- t

Plenty on
Hand!
Phone
72
CALLOWAY COUNTY LUMBER CO.

And Cod shall wipe away all'
tears from their -eysts" and there
HAZtL-A triene‘-isk, need as •
shall-"be no mote .death. neither
friend indeed-this, has - been ttie sorrow, • r ,trying, neither shall
Mrs,
ond
:case-Anth -lki
-the
-iray
,
any more pain;.-11se-'
der. ttvo miles _northeast -of- Hag.1 former things ha% e passed _a
oat the old Murray-Parts rimer,-re,
!eently.
To loving memory oglatio
Mr. Strader has been--Mek
Mb who passed awe- . several weeks- and unable to, do ago:
;any of- Piss farm work. On- laat -Just' over the line into the
Thursday a large roup of neigh•
beyond.
leased from the trials or
-fils gone;
' Tat -hiS home with 18 double-Winne, A dear one from us
__.___[uttia.,tractam..hoes.bnd other equip- But in that fair :Home of -the
Strader'i
Mr.
out
put
andintent
With never a sorrow or
entire crop lind garden.
When we shall' step over the
! This action was very much op- Our beloved will meet us the
-` ; predated by the Straders,
Jesus has said 'Because I live
Mr. Strader requested that a card -As
also
live
shall
ye
T of appreciation be put in The
The days have gone by and still
Ledger & Times.
we miss you;
Some may think our sorrow
It oars to read our elanifteds.
healed
Little do they know the sadness
lies within our hearts concealt:d.
will never be forgotten
"You
though on -earth you.1Ivg no
more.

But in memory you are with us
as you always were betore.7.•
"Sleep on in peace dear one. -Your earthly sufferings are through
Our _prayer that Quel w.l1 ui
our footsteps.
So shall Eternally be with you."
Mother,
Connie 1) Lamb and tam!

yam ied- Adi.

LOIN RECORD
QUICK SALES* SUCCESSES

r
BRING YOUR SELLING AND Agell
l
e
/j
BUYING PROBLEMS TO THE %

PHONE 55

I

le pa Woe& Tsege. esdt
ohms .01 1e

couat

adniamia taw each insertion. Minimum charge. Wk. An addititinai ac-

rat hi mailla as all classified ads not paid for before 10 a. m. of day of issue

FOR SALE-Used 'refrigerators as
low as only $3.95. delivered full
of ice, FREE. Crass Furnittuv
lc
Co.. Murray.

FOR S.4LE-Soy Beans. WhiPPorwill ptias, Home Grown 'Hybrid

FOR SALE-$100.00 -Due Bill" on
any new Ford car at a substantial discount. Make us an offer!
Ledger & Times office, Murray,
Ky,

FOR SALE-Marble - topped antique table. Cherry. For inforwrite Box 25, Hardin,
mation
lp
Ky.

seed corn at Economy -Feed and
lc
Seed Store.

HAVE YOUR woolens cleaned and
put in moth proof bags at Jones
Cleaners. Jones can also clean
your dresses, curtains, bedspreads.
lc
etc.
FREE MOVIES: By presenting this
coupon at the box-office of the
Capitol Theatre. R. H. Owen. of
Murray Route 7, will receive two
tickets to see the Three Mesers..7.__ctinks
"T'sslims,
quiteers
pliments of the Ledger & Times.

$e

lc

row

STANDARD CLEANING at Boone
Cleaners. Plain garments in lots
of two or more 30c each: single
garments 35c cash, evyry day.
Phone 2,34. South Side Squake:tfc

le

Murray.

"I SAT UP IN BED

FOR SALE-Seveol really good
serviceable used -Fords at practically your own price! We will
sell them so cheap you can aft,,rd to get one for an extra car.
Stokes-Smith Motor Co., Murray.
, • lc

Think how thrilled and
happy she'll be when
you present her-with a

• eautdol bou-iittet - tit

or a lovely corge-frow-tti*. Let ns help you--F
roses

sel t flowers that will
ma*h her graduation
gown.

HEAR the latest Hits by the most
phono.
orchestras on
popular
graph records from Johnson-Fain
k.
Appliance Co.

trying to get a little sleep. Stomach
upset_ Since using ADLERIXA
feel so good! Am 64 years old and
do my own work." (E P.-Okla.)
If gas in stomach or intestines
bothers'YOU, try ADLERIKA today.
i _Dale. Strihblefield & Co. Druggists
__.140dont-itt-e_rohtt
- shank*
'
range, like .nets,
only. $12.50. --helot be toss _to be Mos pone 155
RM. UMW
,- appreelated. - Prynr---11111Mser
Ic
DR. UM H. DORFMAN •
'-florsay, Ky.
Voter!".r y Surgeon
FOR SALE-193.5 Chevrolet Tceo:
Dour Sedan. A-1 condition. looks ill X. Mb EL
Marray. Ky.
and runs like new. A real bargain. Can be *old on easy budget
ptan, Pryor Motor Co, Murray,
db. It
Ky.

The Ledger & Times is authorized to announce the following
candidates, subject a the action
'sf the Democratic primary, Saturday, August 2, 1941:
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Announcement 1

HOT DAYS
Tudor. DR. g; H. BOGGEss COMING AGAIN

- Don't be mislead by the date
VETERINARIAN
..modal.oLlhi Far. You'V just have
to see it and cirtve It. Its just
Murray
Kaastaary
like new. Somebody -is going to
get mighty_ cheap ,transportation" Office North ThIid Street
and a lot '63 satisfaction from this "Ph. 646
Res, Ph. 3012
Stokes-Smith 1•010e,, Co..
car.

Our fairre--ni been built on solid ground: It is the remit of selling quality Used Cars, of making good any promise and guaiantect we make.:The result has been a reptitationiôr hbriesT value in every car we sell!

MUR
CU

39c
FOR RENT-Large front room, DEI.UXE CLEANING prices
light and airy; 2 beds. Private cash and carry.. Jones Cleaners.
lc
.
bath, private entrance, 2nd floor. Phone 567,
Mrs. Stephen Edwards, 306 So.
6th St., Murray. Phone 589. lc STREAMLINED 1941 WRECKER
SERVICE. New equipment. 24Wrecker
FOR RENT-Furnished Front Bed- hour, fast, dependable
Will rent to either a Service. Charges reasonable. Day
room.
couple or two ladies. Telephone phone 97; Night phone 543-W.
Mrs. Shelby Davis, 704 W. Main, Porter Motor Co. Chevrolet Sales
tfc and Service.
tf
at 212.
•- -

FREE MOVIES: By presenting this
FOR SALE-Hybrid Seed Care. coupon at the box-office, 011ie
unfurnished
-3-room
For U. S. 13 Yellow Hybrid seed Mayer. of Hazel, may receive two FOR RENT
Theatre. apartment. 207 N. 5th St. Mrs.
corn. contact County Agent, Will- tickets to the Varsity
tfe
& B. B. Wear.
iarns Feed Store. Murray. or see."compliments of the Ledger
Sherwood Potts, Kirksey;Ky.-A24p Times, to see Tommy Dorsey and HOUSE For Rent, 2142 mi. east of
an all-star cast in "pas Vegas
evening, Murray; house and 4 lots in DexWednesday.
HELM HAS CHAMPION HEN Nights",
ter for sale $800; 13 acres near
ILLINOIS CONTEST. Laid 146 April 30.
Murray for sale. $225. Louisa
points 151 days. Winner,both NaParker. Murray, Ky., Route 3. lp
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--1111.25;
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males $2.90 Postpaid. Free Help00,
5.50x17-$6.00; 6.00x 16- seen at 201 N. 6th St. Newly
17
HATCH--HELM'Sful Bulletin.
WHIST= -decorated inside and ont.---/Dipsare
$11.212
Kentucky.
Paducah,
ERY,
lp
lc at HOTEL NATIONAL
Hardin:. Ky.
SALE-1940 DeLuxe Ford FOR SALE-Tomato plants true to FOR RENT-Two-room apartment.
otlac_ gone only 14.000 miles. name
Grown out in the open. Close in Apply to Reubie Wear.
Original tires and paint. Clean Now ready for setting. Price 50c 208N 5th St
lp
as a7-Whistie throughout, looks per hundred.. L. L. Beale, 405
be
Can
.
and runs like new.
lp
St., Murray.
Strikes- N. 7th
CUT FLOWERS FOR SALE, About
Smith Motor Co., Murray.
ASK F
2.000 Tulip blooms for sale this
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I. T.
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presenting phone No. 9116.
FREE MOVIES: By
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this coupon at the box-office. Mrs.
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Road. or delivered. Bar'Bluff
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&
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good Timothy and Red Top Hay,
Gibbee as "Scattergood Baines",
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R M Miller, Phone 2110-J.
Saturday night
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Before-- -it is too late, send furs, winter Nyearables, rugs, drapes,
curtains and blankets to Boone .13r Cleaning and Storage now!
. Just send everything to
Stop worrying over moth damage
Safe Storage. Wei,!Willi*
ansl
i.
Boone for Cleaning, De-Moth
tura them fresh next Fall. + .1 mg to pay, until Fall delivery.
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I. ELIMINATES CLUTCH PEDAL ENTIRELY.
OtiC44 FOUR' FORWARD SFIEP.S.
I.'PROVIDES QUICK GETAWAYACTICIOUT
-_
SHIFTING GEARS BY HAND.
•
•
PICK-UP GEAR.
4, OFFERS SPECIAL

Matleyou push a dattaLaorie of the time
-"110tiltine theri`e no clutchin
the der! Why not buy the car that ease
all•ttt.e wNsy to-seduce driving t Its
simplest; easiest, safest terms! Nat&
-the six Hydra-Matic advantages Mtge
get them all in a _HydraMatte-and in no other drive in the world!

6. PERMITS PARKING YQUR CAR IN GEAR.
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